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WILL FA1.L SOON.
London, Oct. 29. Exclaiming that
he will stem the onrush of the vie
torious Bulgarian army or perish in
the fight, Nazim Pasha, Turkish min
ister of war, today hurled himselt
and four army corps across the path
of King Ferdinand's exultant troops,
HiB is a perilous position. Though he
still holds the line from Tchorlu to

Lule Burgas, the Bulgarian invaders
on his right at Eski-Bab-a
have cut
rianople, and the destruction of a
bridge over the Tcnorlu river pre
vents his obtaining supplies and reinforcements from Constantinople.
Should the great turning movement
now being attempted by the Bulgarians be as successful as they plan,
Nazim Pasha would be driven to the
westward and Constantinople, less
than 80 miles away, left at the mercy
of the invaders. Greek, Servian and
Bulgarian columns are moving upon
The Greeks already are
Saloniki.
within striking distance of the Turk-isn town of erna, only 50 miles from
Saloniki on the railroad from Monastic The possession of Verrla by the
Greeks would not only threaten Saloniki, but cut off the Turkish army
under Zeekki Pasha, which was defeated by the Servians at Uskup and
Is now concentrating at Monastir.
The. unofficial reports from Con
stantinople that the Turkish town o
Servla has been recaptured from the
Greeks is not credited here. Active
diplomatic negotiations are going on
among the powers. The British min
ister at Cettinje, in company with
the Montenegrin foreign minister,
visited King Nicholas yesterday at
Bieka and this is regarded' as undoubtedly in connectoin with conversations held with the ambassadors ot
the powers in London by Sir Edward
Gray, the British foreign minister.
The diplomats are still hopetui of
avoiding amy complications between
the powers.
A well informed correspondent of
Vienna telegraphs that Austria does
not contemplate any active intervention and that there exists in the Austrian capital a well founded hope of
rean improvement in Austro-Servialations. If this is so the dangers always expected to arise in Europe
from a Balkan war may be avoided.
--

,

CAPITAL.

Town of Servia Recaptured.

Constantinople, Oct.

29.

The

Turk-

complications may follow the action
of the Mexican government in arresting the Belgian consul at Mexlda, Yucatan, which was today reported to
the state department. There Is no explanation of the arrest. Unless he is
speedily released the Belgian government is reasonably certain to cause
an inquiry. Officials here expect the
state department may be requested
Turkish Troops Retreat.
to look
Oct. 29. Th3 by the Belgian government
Servia,
Belgrade,
of
the
affair
the
agency
into
through
Turkish troops which evacuated Istlp
Merida.
at
coimul
American
the
and Veles are retreating toward MonThe collapse of the Diaz rebellion
astic; pursued by Servian cava'ry,
not exerted any deterrent effect
has
from
Ser
to
the
a
report
according'
on
the
activity ot the rebels In southvian headquarters at the front.
ern and central Mexico. Reports to
ish town of Servia, recently "captured
by the Greeks, is reported
pied by Ottoman troops, according to
telegrams from SaloniKi. Bulgarian
bands have destroyed the light house
at the Turkish seaport of Iniada, on
the Black Sea coast, 75 miles from
,.
Adrianopie.
u

WRECK DELAYS MARSHALL
Lemmon,' S. D., Oct. 29. Governor
Marshall of Indiana, democratic vice
presidential candidate, was delayed
here today several hours In his trip
across South Dakota by a freight
which two trainwreck near here,
men lost their lives.
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Officials
hfere, without definite
knowledge of the charge against the
Belgian consul at Merida, think he
had been accused of lending aid to the
Mexican rebels.

NEW STEEL DIVIDEND
New York, Oct. 29. Tha United
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT TESTIFIES
States Steel corporation declared its
AGAJNST HIM IN FEDERAL
quarterly dividend of vi per
regular
COURT.
cent on the common stock and 1
per cent on the preferred stock
Indianapolis, Oct. 29. Herbert S.
Hockin, accused of being a dynamiter
equally guilty with the McNamara
brothers, was again charged by a witness at the "dynamite conspiracy"
trial today with secretly having given
evidence to the government.
Charles E. Freeman, a public accountant, testified that during the
federal grand jury investigation of illegal shipments of explosives, Hoc-ki-
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TRAIN IS DRIVE!
OVER BURNING

TRESTLE

Erpress officials fear several " thou
sand dollars waB stolen. , The alarm
was soon given and posses were sent
from Crowder and Eufaula.
Alher
posses left .an hour1 later on special
trains from McAlester and Muskogee.
According to the descriptions given
each of the bandits was less than 25
'

PREVENTED

TAFT

SERIOUS

A

PANIC

years old.

witnesbts claint '6 have seen
one of the robbers twice make, trips
EN- from the express safe, each time with LETTER
MAM
CINCINNATI
TO
his arms full of sealed packages of
SHOWS WHAT PRESIDENT
Pursuers found .the outer
currency.
HAS ACCOMPLISHED.
wrapper of one of these packages
which had contained $3,500 consigned
TAFT PARDONS BANKER.
29. President THEY GET AWAY WITH BOOTY by the Southwest National Bank of BY VETOING THE WOOL BILL
Oct
Washington,
Commerce of Kansas City to the NaTaft today commuted to expire on
December 23 the five year sentenc
tional Bank of Greenville, Texas.
HE MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR THE
of J. Otis Wilson, who pleaded guilt) ROB SAFE OF M. K. AND T. TRAIN
14
SHEEP AND CLOTHING INto making; a false entry In
TINKER AS MANAGER
OF SEVERAL THOUSAND
June
29.
Oct.
the People's National Bank of Salem,
Joe
Chicago
DUSTRIES TO SURVIVE.
DOLLARS
Shortstop
N. Y., of which he was cashier. Wit
Tinker of the Chicago National league
son went to the penitentiary for bd
baseball team and Garry Herrmann,
act to oblige a woman friend of hi NEAR IfliSKGGEE, OKLAHOMA owner of the Cincinnati, team in the ASKS PERTINENT QUESTION
same league, agreed Upon terms unwife, committed with no intention to
defraud.
der which Tinker will manage the DECLARES
It was this fact that led
DEMOCRATIC ADMIN
POSSES GET ON THE TRAIL BUT
Ohio club next season If he can obtain
President Taft to order his releas
ISTRATION
WILL MEAN
RUN
DOWN
TO
ARE
UNABLE
In time to be home for Christmas.";
his release from Chicago, It was an' THE BANDITS
HARD TIMES.
nounced today.
WOOL MARKET BRISK.
Both Tinker and Hermann confirmOct. 29. Domestic wool
. Boston,
ed the announcement fliijl expressed
Oct.
29.
Oct 29. "No man
Three
Washington,
Okla.,
Muskogee,
buying by manufacturers continued
held up a south- hope that President Murphy of the would care to have his state fall him.
robbers
youthful
with values
unchanged.
Territory bound
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Chicago club would release the short- but wholly apart from selfish reasons,
wools sell freely with original Montrain
south
of Eufaula, today and stop. No details of the agreement I want to see Ohio go republican by
tana bringing 21 to 25 cents and other
to detach were given out President Murphy a large majority," said President
the
iqomptelled
engineer
territory stock a trifle less. In grad' run gave no indication of what course he Taft in a letter to Fred A. Celger, of
'
ed Montanas fine staples sell for Zi the express and baggage ars and
'
ahead.
then
and would follow. He leaves tonight for Cincinnati, made public today at the
them
blasted
They
cents. Rather more Texas wool nas
with White House. The president attackrifled the express safe. Company of- Philadelphia for dlseussiqn
changed hand3 lately with 12 months
re- ed Governor Wilson and the democlub
of
President
the
there
Fogel
ficials
believed
said
robbers
the
they
bringing 2121 cents. Other products
garding possible trades, he said.
cratic party, on the tariff question
dollars.
thousand
several
got
are dull.
said that Ohio would suffer parand
By setting fire to a trestle near
WIFE WORTH $100,000
If the present tariff protectticularly
no
had
trouble In
Wirth, the bandits
Los Angeles, Calif.,
Oct. 29. A ing the steel, wool and
pottery busi
the judgment of $100,000 for the alienation
the train. Although
flagging
WIFE SHOOTS SELF
ness were disturbed. flames
threatened to destroy the of a wife's affections, one of the larg"You, of course, realize how disasAS HUSBAND LEAVES trestle before the work was accom- est judgments of that character ever trous the steel bill, which I waa complished, the robbers moved deliber- awarded in Los Angeles, is on record
pelled to veto, would have proved to
Covering the engineer and here today. It was given by Judge our
ately.
state," the letter says. "Ia their
TRAGEDY IS ENACTED IN SAN fireman with their revolvers they or- Walter Bordwell of the superior court wool bill the democrats struck a vital
locomotive
dered
them
from
the
cab, tp B. C. Reusch, an electric railway blow at the wool
FRANCISCO HOTEL BECAUSE
industry. The demo'
J. A. Dolan, the .conductor, leaped
OF A QUARREL.
that Mrs. crats reduced the duty on raw wool
employe, who testified
from a coach and was lined up be- Reusch had
eloped last summer with to 29 per cent, and, as for the manuA porter also Li
San Francisco, Oct. 29. Paying no side the enginemen,
Sommerville, a Pomona orchardist. facturers of wool, the democratic bill
attention to the report of a revolver fell a victim to his curiosity and vas
would have put them entirely out ot
which came from the room he had made to stand behind the conductor.
business, leaving our farmers with
just left, after a quarrel with his wife, While one robber held the line of DESISE TO !IEE liOTilER no home market and throwing hunW. P. McComas, a fining engineer, employes the other two uncoupled
dreds of thousands of emplpjrepijit
left the building early today and re- the engine, baggage and express cars,
of work.
CAUSES
FMrrSAslfiEST
ported the matter to a nearby hotel. from the coaches. They then forced
"Does it not strike you Its supremeThe police found Mrs. McComas hud- the train men into the cab, and orderly ridiculous for Governor Wilson
dled behind the door of the apart- ed the engineer to open the throttle. ESCAPED CONVICT
IS APPRE- vaguely to intimate that If he is electment with a bullet wound In her tem- The engine pulling the two cars shot
HENDED BY OFFICERS IN
ed he will make such a general re- What re
ple. Her condition is critical. Sur- across the turning
ILLINOIS.
ductio no fduties that business wilt
geons expressed doubt that the would mained of the structure fell Into the
not be injured, when hls party has s
and an water a minute after the cars had
could have been
Chicago, Oct. 29. An escaped con- recently put Itself on record by atpassed.
investigation was begun.
vict's efforts to get to see his molhur, tempting such reckless changes or
A mile on the oth?r side of the who was reported to him to be dying,
McComas, who is said to have exthe tariff that had I not vetoed their
tensive mining interests in Sonora, bridge the bandits ordered the engi led to his capture today at Worth, measures we would even now be conMexico, said he had quarreled with neer to stop. The safe In the express 111. Tony Landers, one of the trio fronted with a
panic?
his wife and was seeking another car was dynamited and the robbers who broke jail at Joliet penitentiary
"Of course these facts are clearly
room.
when
fled to the woods with their plunder. Sunday, was the man captured'. He realized
he left the
sleeping place
by the third party, so much
told his captors he had left his com- so that some of their most prominent
panions not more than 10 minutes speakers have not hesitated to declare
before and the posse which took that the election of Governor Wilsoa
A
Landers went on to seek the others, would mean financial disaster. And
William Dunne and Frank Thompson. yet they are working for nothing othLanders was overtaken in a corn- er than the election of Mr. Wilson
MARRIAGE TO A
MAN
field after a farmer haa notified the and a democratic congress. From abpolice.
solutely dependable sources informaOF
"When we got near Chicago I want- tion comes to me that none ot the
ed the others to hurry," he said, leaders of the third party believes It
"and we began to feel- a little saier. has the slightest chance of success,
four moved into the rooms where the ger with the remarks ."This Is what Dunne and Thopipson said they were and that
they realize that a vote for
murder was committed, only yester- I knock 'em out with."
tired and were going toi sit down and it means a vote for the democrats.
According to Worthen's story, he rest a bit. I had been told my moth- But they are most of tnern so filled
day. They had previously
stayed
only a few blocks north of- the same met Miss Singer in Baltimore several er was dying and'! did not want to with hatred for-threpublican party,
months ago while he was employed lose any time. I wanted to see her because it refused to accept their die- street.
Worthen told the police he had paid' theer by a street car compapy.
He before she went, even i it cost me my tation, that they are willing to bring:
the expenses of the Conways as well said her mother was in comfortable liberty, so I went on,"' Teh minutes disaster upon the whole country simas those of himself and Miss Singer, circumstances. When he decided to later I was ordered to surrender."
ply to gratify their revenge."
at the rooming house since joining ocme to Chicago with the idea of loIf Landers' story about his mother
them. Worthen, who was held by cating hero), Miss Singer, he said, is found to be true, he will be allow
MILLIONAIRE IS KILLED
the police, declared that before leav- expressed a desire to accompany ed to visit-hbefore being" returned
New York, Oct. 29. I. C. Stump,
ing the house last night, he handed him. He told the police that he had to Joliet, the police said.
a retired mining millionaire is dead
his fiancee $48 In the presence of the spent most of his life on a Maryland
as the result of Injuries received
here
Conways and then went down town. farm near Baltimore with his father,
last
night In a fall down an eleIt was after midight when he return- who still resides' there. He Is 26 SHERMAN'S AILSIENT
vator shaft. He 'was 60 years old.
ed to the house and found the hall- years old. .
Mr. Stump entered' the lobby of the
Worthen was questioned for severway spattered with blood. He arousPRONOUNCED SERIOUS Broadway apartment house, where he
real
hours
In
the
who
ed the others
endeavorthe house by
by
police,
lived, and, walking hurriedly,-- plunged
peated pounding on the door leading ed to. substantiate the facts he first
into the open shaft.
to the Conway room after finding related. The recital was the same VICE PRESIDENT SUFFERS A RE?
LAPSE AFTER PASSIN3 A
that Miss Singer was not in her as his first story. The police searched
METHODIST BISHOPS CONFER
Miss Singer's trunks and looked
GOOD NIGHT
apartment.
Toledo, O-- Oct. 29. Nearly all of
A key was finally
furnished by through the effects of Worthen. Notha rest- the bishops of the Methodist EpiscoMrs. Julia McCarthy, keeper of the ing to throw more light on the murder
Utlca, N. Y., Oct.'
A was found.
In the girl's trunk were ful night, and a generally improved pal church are attending their annual
house, and the door was opened.
crime wag apparent and further in- spme new garments which her fian- condition, which continued well into general meeting which opened in this
The purpose of the convestigation showed that the mcney ce said were o have been part ot the forenoon, Vice JTesidet fchermaa city today.
is
to
ference
afford an opportunity
costume.
n
her
threw
recurrence
Woithon
wedding
he had given the woman was missthis afternoon suffered
which for the bishops' to exchange opinions
ing, as well as several articles of jew- himself on his bed and sobbec when of the distressing conditions
on various matters relating to the
he was shown the garments.
marked his case yesterday.
elry.
church work.
Dr. Peck, Mr. Sherman's attending
A trail of blood led to a kitchen,
"She did not want me to leave her
towhich the four had the use of and alone last night," he said, "but l had physician, just as he left the house
JAP CUE EXPERT COMINGY
there the table was found covered some matters to be looked aft.e. and day, was hurriedly recalled. He
with blood, as was the flow. A door I wanted to have them out of the found the vice president again sufferBerlin, Oct. 29. Kojo Yamada, said
knob with the piece of iron attach- way so nothing need interrupt our ing from an aggravation of his kid- to be the greatest ot Japanese bilIf only I had stayed nt ney trouble and remained with him liard players and entitled to rank:
ed for a knob on the of er end, lay honeymoon.
on the floor wrappoi in 'a handker- home.
for two hours. When he left he ad- among the world's foremost experts
"I can't go back to Baltimore now. mitted the extremely critical condi- with the cue, sailed on the Kron-prln- z
chief, saturated with blood with a
WUhelm today for New York,
leather shoestring attached to it m This may kill her mother and It sure- tion of Mr. Sherman, but he gave
ly will break my father's- heart, He assurance to' the family that there to take part in the world's championloop fashion.
soon to be held In
. Worthen
said Conway bad once
was( no danger of a serious termina- ship tournament
that city.
tion in the Immediate future.
'Continued on Page Five)
exhibited the bludgeon to Miss Sin

ON EVE OF RER

Kye

;

voluntarily turned over hundreas

W

CAUSE l!F TROUBLE
SHE HAS
WITH

Chicago,

SOMETHING TO DO
OF THE
DIVORCES.
Oct. 29.

A

card

index

kept by Judge William N. Gemmill of
the court of domestic relations has
been tabulated" by the judge and
shows that men are far less reliable
than women in the married state and
are
that disease and mother-in-laequal in responsibility for wrecked
marriages, causing half of them.
Following is Judge Gemmill's tabulation of the causes of broken marriages: Young and hasty marriages
15 per cent; hidden diseases 25 per
cent; interference ot mother-in-la25 per cent; Interference of children
In second marriages, l(f per ient; ungovernable temper, 7 per cent; whiskey and drugs 15 per cent; miscellaneous 3 per cent.

d

.

KILLS

BALTIMORE GIRL

Chicago, Oct. 29. The romance of
an elopement was wiped out by the
gruesomeness of a brutal murder here

today when MissSophia G. Singer, an
attractive Baltimore girl, was found
dollars In
Several hundred
slain.
money and jewelry, brought from her
Maryland home to grace her wedding
to William R. Worthen,
tomorrow
a street car conductor, was missing
and robbery has been accepted as the
motive for the crime.
Worthen discovered the sirl's body
when he returned home after midnight to the suite occupied by them
and two vaudeville performers in a
romnin? house at 3229 Indiana aveMiss Singer had been bound
nue.
and gagged and struck with terrific
force with a "billy" made from an.
iron door knob wrapped In a handkerchief.
Her body was' enfolded In
'
a blanket..
Charles
vaudeville
The
performers,
D. Conway, said to be a high diver,
and his wife, who also is known as
Beatrice Riall, and May Monte, are
being sought by the police in connection with the crime. The body
of Miss Singer was found on the bed
in the room occupied by them. The
couple had been in the house during
the evening, but no trace of them has
been .found since the discovery of the
body,'

,

According to Worthen, Miss Singer
was an acquaintance of Mrs. Conway, who was known to her as Miss
Riall, and it was due to the latter's
invitation that he and his sweetheart
went to room at the same house. The

.

CHICAGO

IN ORDER TO SECURE POSSESSION

n

1

perky

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

D. OF C. MEET.
Athens, Ga.( Oct. 29. Several, hundred delegates and visitors have ar- ived in Athena for the annual con
vention of the Georgia division of the
The
Daughters of the Confederacy.
executive board held a meeting this
afternoon and completed the final details of the convention arrangements.
A welcome demonstration takes place
tonight and the; business session will
Mr. W. YOUTHFUL ROBBERS MAKE
begin tomorro
morning.
D. Lamar of Mjjcon, is the president
GINEER PERFORM FOOL- Of the state organization.
HARDY STUNX

GANG OF MURDERERS

1IA-IN-LA-

Caz-tan- i,

ly quiet.

WIRE

br'-lgf:- .

n

Scutari's Supplies Cut Off.
Vienna, Oct. 29. The Montenegrin
troops have cut off supplies from the
Turkish forces in Scutari, where provisions already were scarce, according to a dispatch to the Reiche Post
from Scutari by way of Alessio.
'
the
The Montenegrins
occupy
heights of Busate, Rogame and
all of which overlook Scutari,
and they have entrenched themselves
there with a strong force of artillery.
The Malissori tribesmen again attacked the Turks to the east of Scutari Friday, but were repulsed after
The Turkish com10, hours' fighting.
mander at Scutari is trying to induce
the Mirdito tribesmen to attack the
Montenegrin troops from the south,
so that the rolid to the-- port ot Alessio could be used as a line of retreat
for 'the Turkish army in case of necessity.
Austria-Hungar- y
Wants Peace
The
foreign office

the state department are to the effect
that they are very active in the states
of Mexico and Morelos and have even
reappeared in the federal district,
which includes the capital. On the
other band, conditions in the north
of Mexico are reported to be unusual-

OTHER flYNAUlTERS

of letters from J. J. McNamara'.. office. Hockin, as acting secretary of
the Iron Workers' union, was in
charge of the office in the absence of
President Frank M. Kyan.
"We went to the Iron Workers'
headquarters last December," said
Freeman. "Hockin -- was there, ne
pointed out such letters, books and
Grand Vizier Resigns.
other papers as we wanted and then
The resignation of the Turkish left us undisturbed to do as we
grand vizier, Ghazi Ahmet Mouklitar Wished."
Pasha, was announced today, says a
dispatch from Constantinople. Kiarnil
Pasha, president of the council of
IS GREAT
state, has been appointed his successor.

Austro-Hungar-

NATION

"IN BAD" WITH

DETERMINED

.,

PRESS

AOOOCIATED'

Is working in close
unity with the
nation's allies and in constant agreement with the other powers, according to a statement made today by
Premier Count Stuergkh 1b reply to
TO a social democratic Interpellation at
the opening pf the lower tioune oi
the Austrian parliament. He added
that the Austr.au government woul
exert itself at the proper moment to
assist in bringing about an early
CAUSES ARREST OF THE CONSUL
OF WAR termination of the Balkan conflict.
TURKISH
MINISTER
OF THAT COUNTRY IN
TAKES FIELD AGAINST THE
Verria Expected to Fall. YUCATAN.
BULGARIANS.
Athens; Oct. 29. The strong Turkish fortress of Verria has been placed
at the mercy of the invad- NO EXPLANATION IS GIVEN
HE SHOWS DARING HEROISM absolutely
ing Greek army; which has captured
the Triptotamos defilea forming the
THROWS HIS ARMY INTO A MOST key to the situation. The capture of INTERNATIONAL COMPLICATIONS
the town of Verria itself is only a
ARE EXPECTED TO BE A
PERILOUS POSITION READY
question-- of hours.
TO DO OR DIE.
RESULT.
The whole of tlie Turkish army
arotuid Monistir wui be cut off when
TEitATENS CONSTANTINOPLE Verria fall and will he unable to REBELS ARE STILL ACTIVE
communicate either with Saloniki or
Constantinople. "Ver.ria lies to the
IF ALLIES CONTINUE
AGAINST GOVERNTO SUC- north of the town ot Servia, on the AGITAT.ION
GOING
ON IN THE
railCEED SULTAN'S CAPITAL
a
MENT
which
to
IS
to
Saloniki,
way
city
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StEfcbsrn Colds May
Lead to CoKscspSica
Did yon ever hnve a cold that would not
let go; a congh tlmt persisted, that prevented sleep and mnde Wilkin? hours miserable? Eekmau's Alterative is the proper
remedy in such cases. effc-tivPerhaps some sim-Is
where it
ple medicine may be
only a tickling In the throat; but when
your chest Is sore and simple remedies
don't answer then take Eeknuin's Alterative. Neglect ofleu leads to more serious
trouble; u case in point follows:
718 Cherry St.. l'hiln., Pa.
"Gentlemen: In July, lli.". 1 lirst noticed
the conditions tilat showed I had ConI lost weluhf rapidly; had a
sumption.
hollow couffh, hemorrhages and very severe nipht sweats.
My brother recommended Kckmnn's Alterative, in the fall
of 1005, 1 began to take It. At this time 1
am perfectly well and robust. My appetite is good and my weight has Increased
from 110 to 140 pounds. Not a trnce of my
old trouble remains. I will gladly express
the merits of this medicine to anyone."
M. L. GEIM1A It IT,
(Signed)
Kekman's Alterative Is effective In Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat, and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuildine the
eyfllem. Ioes not contain poisonn, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Eckuian
laboratory, J'ltiladelphiu, I'a., for more evidence. J'or sale by nil leading druggists

E. G. Murphey

Central Drug Co.
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S. D. They keep it constantly in the house, for every member of the family can use it from Infancy to old age. The users of Syrup
Pepsin have learned to avoid cathar-- ;

"
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If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and yon
would like to make a personal trial
of it before buying it in the regular
way of a drgguist, send your address
a postal will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 415 Washington St, Monticello,
VSL, and a free sample bottle win bt
mailed you. Results are always guaranteed or money will be refunded.
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ARMIJO PLEADS GUILTY.
i
Albuquerque, X. M, Oct 29. Ar-- i
raigned before Judge Raynolds In the
district court today on a charge of
assault with intent to murder, Sario
Armijo, indicted for shooting E. W.
Fee on September 17 last, pleaded
guilty and was remanded to jail until
after the criminal docket is finished,
at which time sentence will be
passed.
Armijo shot Mr. Fee tive
times with bullets discharged from a

CAPITAL PAID !

SURPLUS

ssaocaoo

yJ

J. 1L CunEligham, PrwnjHUt
Frank Springer,

rx T. Hoakina. Cashier.

I

caliber revolver. The shooting
took place in the Pee feed store,
where Armijo had just been, discharg
ed as a driver, because of his alleged
infatuation with a young woman book-keeper in the esfSblhment. It was
first believed that Mr. Fee was fatally
injured, but he recovered from the
bullet wounds and was discharged
from the hospital two weeks ago.
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W. A. Rimes, Rust on. Lu, writes:
'Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
have been marvelloue, for I feel like
a new man. I suffered from kidney j
and bladder troubles, but Foley Kid-- j
ey Pills fixed ma I will recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co. Adv.
j
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TO BUY

ME31ERTI8EE3 GQi
Because
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He has not cs
net, bat iis

to inspire confidence.
Qsefalness of his prod
and
rsecility
reputation behind his
soEMiSitvgr

tie raise and

r5

Lis

stateaesia.
He caa be imr.ed htctLse &is very business existence is at stake.
He believes is lis gwis to tie extent ef inrestic? his capital, nor
o".r hi
ti faois n.;i:, hnt in advertising, which

is less romantic,

but move practjcaL

wZl ec4

He buys a

profitable if he fails to make

prc-T-

gtod secure repeat erders.
The advertising is cct c!r & protection to the trade name but it
is the sdrert-ser'guarantee cf qcality.

stature.
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Smokeless

Yo--

h

are

of ttnadvertised
ia
jts5
ver
ctr.f
the
i
Eri iree dealer or manufacturer
bei-- g

;

and all during the cold Fall and Winter
months his house is kept warm and
cozy for his wife and babies.
A Perfection 02 Heater is almost indippens-abl- e
when there are children in the home. Every
home Las uses for it.

IT PAYS

WHY

For the
Modern
Baby
Bunting
He

Presiecf
Tnassnr

Interest PaJJ on Deposit

Daddy doesn't go out
to hunt for rabtit skint
to keep the baby warm.

n

Prtszieci
Vice

Wm. A. Allen, Chacon,
K ilex.i '
writes:
"My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw. We tried everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
heard of. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. Adv.

Jov-ern-

Policeman Murray that Peter Sanchez was wounded mortally in a fight
with Juan Hernandez at Sawyer, Valencia county, and that Sanche? died
today. It Is thought further detail
will be given this evening.

:

,

i

system..

N. M., Oct. 29.
McDonald has appointed Augus-tiHunter a member of the New
Mexico mounted police. Mr. Hunter
is a resident of Santa Fe and a man
of great physical strength and large

ed

8

The most po:tr.t cisrn: of wrnnsrh- brxrrr is &
wearing a perfect corset, carrsct'y rrs-i- .
With the Above cameS lise? i eta CC3LSICTLY
phasizing lie graceful eaS frriKricB' s dL ibe ouZ.
to the wearer.

tics, salt waters, pills and other harsh
remedies, for they do but temporary
good and are a shock to any delicate

THE CAPITAL

Educational Matters.
The department of education has issued 3,000 programs for the twenty-seventannual meeting of the New
Mexico Educational association which
is to be held in Albuquerque November 6, 7, 8 and 9. Further details of
the program will bo given later.
Killed at Sawyer.
The mounted police orrice here haB
just received a telegram from Mount-

:

Royal Yforcesler, Thomsons and Nemo Corsets

Esmond,

ustine Chiquiqui, a Pueblo Indian,
dieted for rape.
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CLARENCE CARROLL HEAD
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TO MAKE IT HEALTHY AND KEEP
IT HEALTHY USE A RELIABLE
BABY LAXATIVE

RESOLD

NEWS

t

W

In spite of the greatest personal
care and the most intelligent attenCOLORADO CAPITAL IS PLEASED STATE SUPERINTENDENT MAKES tion to diet babies and children will
IT POSSIBLE TO SAVE PUWITH PERFORMANCE OF
become constipated,, and it is a fact
PILS' MONEY
CLEVER PLAY
that constipation and indigestion have
wrecked many a young life. To start
Alvan N. White, state superintend with a good digestive apparatus is to
"The Rosary," which will be given
tomorrow evening at the Duncan ent of public instruction, has issued start life without handicap.
The the following circular letter to deal
opera house, pleaBed Denver.
But as we cannot all have perfect
per- ers in text books, school patrons and
of
account
Sunday's
following
working bowels we must do the next
formance appeared In Monday morn- the general public:
best thing and acquire them, or train
Upon consideration of the matter them to become healthy. This can
ing's Denver Republican:
It was only a step from watching of the sale of second hand text books be done by, the use of a laxative-toni- c
the Catholic parade yesterday after- hv thn i authorized parties in New
very highly recommended by a
noon to the Tabor Grand to see "The Mexico at less than the retail price, great many mothers. The
remedy is
eductfrion at
Rosary" played. Oddly enough, the by the state board of
called Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
chances of booking have brought to ita March. 1912 meeting, It was and has been on the market for two
Denver for this important week in agreed in substance, as follows:
generations. ' It can be bought con
That a general letter be sent to the
Catholic church circles
(when a
veniently at any drug store for fifty
splendid new cathedral is undergo- rvinriBH ilfeld comnany. stating that cents or one dollar a bottle, and those
had no
who are already convinced of its me
ing dedication, a new organ being the state board of education
hand
second
of
sale
a
the
to
heard and new chimes tested)
objection
rits buy the dollar size.
trical attraction which has a Catholic text books at less than the retail
Its mildness makes it the ideal
Vriest for its central figure and the price, and further that the said medicine for children, and It is also
ttorv of which weaves around the Charles Ilfeld company would use its very peasant to the taste. It does
building of a new church, the install- best endeavors to have the publish- not hide behind the name of a fruit
ers, under the present contracts, eli or a vegetable and yet it is genuinely
ing of an organ and chimes.
Whatever attitude the church may minate that clause from their respec- harmless. Very litle of it is required
hold toward the encroachment upon tive contracts with the Charles Il and its frequent use does not cause
its domain by the theater, there is feld company and, if such action was it to lose Its effect, as is the case
nothing In "The Rosary" to conflict taken by the various .publishers, the with so many other remedies.
with the solemnities of the week. It said Charles Ilfeld company would
Thousands can testify to its merits
carries a simple Btory of priestly zeal likewise eliminate that clause from In constipation, indigestion, bilious
and one vhich, however theatric it its various contracts with the local ness, sick headaches,
etc., among
may be beneath the surface, none distributors for the present year.
them reliable people like Mr. D. C.
the
the less conveys a wholesome lesson Pursuant to such agreement
Head, Mgr. Head
Drug Co., Ft.
an appeal for truth, an-- secretary of the state board of educa- Worth, Tex., father of Clarence Cor-roand
comIlfeld
right living. Its characters in the tion notified the Charles
Head and Mrs. M. E. Harnian,
main are so gooti that the dash, of pany that it had no objection to the
vllliany Injected to bring their good sale in this state of second hand text
OLIVAS IS FREED.
ness into dontrast makes the one books and the board has since been
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 29. Folseeming note of unreality; it is as notified that the Charles Ilfeld com- lowing arguments in a plea of abatethe
though the sugar had been sanded to pany has succeeded in having
ment, the question was submitted to
clause prohibiting the sale of text a
prevent it from cloying the taste.
jury In the district court today as
who has mais'ed hooks for less than the retail price to
A
whether or not Jesus M. Olivas,
a Catholic, gives a kind old priest a under the contracts, eliminated from placed on trial
today for the murder
to be called the contracts with the various book of Donaciano
beautiful new chapel
on October
Archibeque
Il"The Rosary." The priest is trying publishers and the said Charles
7, 1907, is really the Olivas who killed
to bring the man into the church. feld company is now willing to elim- Archibeque, or some other Olivas of
Through the treachery of a friend inate such clause from Its various the same name and like description.
the fortune of the donor 1b swept. contracts with local distributors. That the Jury did not believe the Oliaway at the Fame fme he is lei to Therefore this circular letter is issued vas placed on trial today is Olivas
Imagine that he has discovered that to the various locaj text book distrib- the murderer, was indicated by the
utors to advise them that they may,' return of a verdict which had the efhis wife is untrue.
The o 'ce happy couple is separatid in the future, purchase and deal in fect of freeing the
prisoner. Six
by the inability of the wife to prove second hand text books of the adopt- witnesses testified that they (were
that it was the gracelessness of hef ed series and further to advise the unable to Identify Olivas as the man
twin sister which gave rise to the citizens generally that second hand who shot Archibeque.
i
appearances against her. The hus books may be disposed of and used
Immediately after Olivas had been
bandtakes to drink and sinks to the as they may desire. However, it is freed by the court, friends of ifie
of
or
understanding
On the day the new chapel not the purpose
erstwhile prisoner took up a collec- this action upon the part of the state
is to he dedicated, the
tiotj for him, something unique in
wife and the fallen
husband are board or of the (publishers and the the
of the local courts.
A
that local neat history
brought together; the faith of the Charles Ilfeld company,
sum was realized for the man,
good old priest is justified, the per dealers may purchase second hand contributions being taken from court
fidy of the false friend, duly disclosed books from second hand dealers in officials or any one wishing, to. doand pardoned. Conviction comes at the east and dispose of them to the nate a
piece of change.
last to the
and the re' people of this state. Such action upon
was arrested in Carthage
Olivas
united couple enter the chapel togeth the part of dealers would be considmonths ago,
after he had
several
er while the chimes! break out theli ered by this department illegal. This
in a quarrel
a
beaten
been
up
by
pal
meant
solely to give the over a
tidings of good will to all the world action is
and
phonograph,
brought to
Anything but a preachy play, the right to the citizens of the state to Albuquerque on suspicion of being the
humanity of the priest and his best dispose locally of books of the adopt- Olivas wanted In this 'county for the
beloved parishioners keeps the audi ed series to the local distributors for
murder of Archibeque, which occurence bubbling with laughs and enjoy- new books, or for cash, and to per- red five years ago in front of the old
ing the story immensely. It is in mlt the reselling of these books by Eight Spot saloon, Second street and
tensely Taborish and one which bids the local distributors.
Atlantic avenue. Olivas has been in
fair to become a perennial favorite. The state board deems it advis
jail since he was brought here from
It has been seen here for one pre able to notify all persons that the
June 15, Carthage.
vious performance only, having play- exchange period expired
Rape Case On Today.
ed a iSunday matinee last season at 1912.
In addition to disposing of the
the same house before giving way to Trusting this action upon the part
Armijo case and the Olivas case,
a higher priced attraction which had o the state board, the various pub
court today took up the case of
the
in
Ushers
contracts
Ibeen booked ahead
this
state,
f its coming.
having
state
of New Mexico versus Aug
the
Six companies are playing
it the nnd the course of the Charles Ilfeld
in
this
company
extending,
privilege
country over, and nothing else need
be said to attest its popularity. In for the people, will meet with general
the company now at the Tabor, Har- sanction and approval, I beg to re
rison Terry takes the part of the main,
Very truly yours,
parish priest; Miss Jean Ward has
ALVAN N. WHITE,
the dual role of twin sisters, Vera
Wilton, a wife and Alice
Marsh, State Superintendent, Public Instruc
tion and Secretary State Board
whose failure to observe the convenof Education.
tions provides the thread on which
"The Rosary" is strung; Helen
Department of Education, Santa Fe,
and George Tripp make one of New Mexico, October 28, 1912.
the comedy stories incidental to the
primary, Addle Dougherty and L. Andrew Castlee, another.
r
heart-broke-

2a, 152.
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i.ttmt
far ymarm.
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New Torfc, October 29. A. census i the janitor of their apartment house
Two Girls Tell How To .
bulletin recently published has cans- - j more titan two years ago. The deAvoid
i
n
.
i
ed considerable surprise and specula- - fendant in tie suit was not Cie
i
the
but
done
the
dousing,
throughout the city. The bullet--j tor who had
There is nothing that trachea more '
uuBO -- -" than
in referred to stated that the women o ner vi uie ap
We therefore qtsote
experience.
The
compUin- frc,m tfce otters pf two girls who suf- and girla In Great New York outoum employed the janitor.
ber the men and boys by nearly four r.nts in the case were enjoying me, fered and wen? restored to health. The
thousand. An analysis of the figures cool evening air, sitting on the steps same remedy is within reach of all
" Prior tn talcing j
shows that in four of the me bor ;in front of their apartment house) Brooklyn. N. Y.
....-- v.
v
maia inn hnt ntsht in Ausrust 1910. hen 1th rst bottle of Lydsa E. Finkham's ;
vn,t
'
the fenxale population j the janitor rudely orated the,
and that in the borough of Brooklyn j a a- P'u " iruni
the little better, an afu-alone the female population exceeds! Janitor's command, wheien?o.
j
taking seven botf vhed a tles of it I feel that I can truly say I
teO- in number the male, by nearly fifteen autocrat of the building
2TD
JwNTTr,l jv'J
J('
have no more pain or inconvenience.
thousand. The figures for the whole; bucket of water and poured Ua
"As I am out in the business world as
show a proportionate increase in j tents over the couple. The suit was
It a stenographer, I come in contact with
ihn moirt nnrmiottnn nvor tiiA nronor-- i the outcome of that indignity.
girls, and when the opportune motional rat ten years ago and this is stems, howeTer, that the verdict is many
ment arrives I tell them about the Vegsides
both
to
attributed to immigration. Why tht highly unsatisfactory
etable Compound and I know that quite
borough of Brooklyn should show so! of the controversy. The owner of the a few are taking it" HELEN Ca.net,
great & preponderance or the female apartment house intends to appeal. 556 Dean St
, sex, while all other boroughs show j because he is of the opinion that he
Another Girl's Experience.
a preponderance of the males, is diffi--i could not be held responsible for the Tishomingo, Okla. "Iam a stenogr,
cult to explain and many theories j acts of his janitor. The complain-hav- e rapher and
and Lydis E.
Pinkham's Vegetabeen advanced to account for it; ants in the suit also intend to appecl.
ble Compound has
REMEMBER.
The probable reason may lie in the j because they consider the damages
saved my life. I am
South Bend (Ini.) Tribune.
fact that Brooklyn is what be called! awarded entirely inadequate. The
enjoying the best of
a "City of Homes" to a greater extent on,y one ho remained perfectly un ; ' 3
was
I
health
but
now,
I..
than anv of the other boroushs. It disturbed ana satisfied was tne jam
suffering from fetor.
inn
fnreitm
nonulaiion.
laree
male troubles and
'has
W00DR0W WILSON,
eluding many unusually large familial
painful periods,
and would have
flow easy it is to get in conflict
in which the feminine element pre-- ,
Democratic Candidate for President,
backache, headache
dominates as it usually does in large with the authorities by violating the
being summoned before the bar of the American people a a witness
and fainting spells.
law
is
letter
of
demonstrated
the
by
families. A comparison with the
for
and in behalf of the Republican party, was examined and testified
If any woman would
of ten years ago shows, however, the case of Edward Tannebaum, a
like to write to tnz
follow:
ai
that even in Brooklyn the number respected business man and republi I will gladly answer her letter and tc!5
Question: Did you or did you not, In your History of the Amerof males is increasing at a propor- can candiate for state senator in the her what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
ican People, refer to the yean 1893 to 1896, when the Democratic
senatorial district. Some Compound has done forme." Mrs
tionately greater rate than the num- Twelfth
party was In power, as "THOSE FATAL YEARS OF DEPRESSION"?
time ago he purchased two tickets MattieCopenhaver, Tishomingo, Ok!a
ber of females.
Answer: I did.
for one of the New York theaters,
Question: Did you or did you not describe the terrible conditions
The Bourne workshop for the blind, but at the last moment some matter NATIONAL REFORM CONVENTION
in those years In the following language, upon pages 235 and 236 of
and
of
it
business
made
interfered
15oston, Oct 29. The National Re' a new, large, thoroughly modern and
Volume 8: "A great poverty and depression had eome upon the
form Association, the membership of
welf equipped structure on East Thirty-f- impossible for him to attend the
western
mining regions and upon the agricultural regions of the west
He
to
took
the
tickets
which includes many active workers
ifth
street, was formaly dedicated
and south," and "Men of the poorer sort were Idle everywhere and
re- in the
the
ticket
of
theater
the
agent
of
vice
and
the
suppression
the other day with appropriate cerefilled with a sort of despair. All of the larger cities and manufacturhim to take them back, but improvement of
public morals, held
monies. The building was erected by questing
A
man
refused.
ing towns teemed with unemployed workingmen, who were WITH
the
agent
bluntly
annual
Boston
its
to
convention
in
order of Miss Emily Howland Bourne
THE UTMOST DIFFICULTY KEPT FROM STARVATION by the
who came to the ticket office at the day. Delegates from
secall
York
New
to
nearly
the
her
donated
and
by
time and heard the conversation be- tions of the country were in atend-ancsystematic efforts of organized charity P
Association for the Blind as a memoAnswer: I did.
Comstock
of New
Anthony
rial to her family. The building is a tween Mr. Tannebaum and the agent
offered
to
tick- York spoke on "The Children of the
Mr.
Tannebaum's
Did you or did you not, after describing this distress in
buy
Question.
fine structure, complete in all its ar
ets
for
and Mr. Tannibaum was Nation versus the Moral 'Cancer-Planterfl
detail
and
that millions of American gold went across the sea
relating
roof
from
the
garden,
rangements
to dispose of the tickets at that
to pay foreign creditors, use these words, on page 263: "NOT UNTIL
of Our Day," and Rev. G.
which faces the water on one Bide glad
was promptly arrested on M. Elliott of St. Augustine, Fhu disTHE YEAR 1897, WHEN THE REPUBLICAN ADMINISTRATION
and St Gabriel's recreation park in price. He
of being a ticket specul- cussed "The
the
charge
CAME IN, DID THE CRISIS SEEM TO BE PAST- -f
Responsibility of the Nathe front, to the shower baths in the
was taken to the night court tion for the Profanation of the Sabator,
fac
Answer: I did.
basement It is the first modern
and fined $3. Accompanied by his bath
by the Cnited States Mail Sertory building for the blind ever built
m this country, and already has 60 lawyer he submitted the mater to vice and Interstate Commerce.
The Republican party asks no better witness against a change
broommahers and chair caners, and Judge Swann in general sessions the
from sixteen years of Republican prosperity to four years more of
other day, with a request that the WISCONSIN SUFFRAGE CAMPAIGN
will accommodate one hundred more.
Democratic distress than Woodrow Wilson, the Democratic candidate
sentence of the night court magis-tart- e
Milwaukee, "Wis.,
Oct 29. One
The cost of the plant was $107,000.
for president.
be reversed and the fine remit- week from
today the voters of Wisted, but Judge Swann declined to do consin will declare themselves for or
see
to
of
wife
his
The eagerness
so, although he said, he would havj against the proposed amendment to
some jewelry which he had bought done so had he, been the
MUST VOTE FOR TAFT
HADLEY IS FOR TAFT
magistrate the state constitution granting the
in Europe and which he had smug- before whom the case was
originally right of suffrage to women. The cam
Roosevelt, Who Cannot Be Elected,
gled In upon his landing in New York heardl
Roosevelt's Former Manager Comes
paign is being conducted with great
acan
Says That Wllaon's Election Means
G.
Gilbert
Out Squarely for the
brought Fenton
Nation-Wld- e
vigor and the result Is awaited with
Disaster.
President
countant in this city, in conflict with
Miatever may be the opinion of keen Interest The supporters of the
eventauthorities
and,
the customs
world
mass
the
,the
Col. Roosevelt, the Third Term Cangreat
concerning
Gov. Hadley, of Missouri, who waa
proposed amendment have brought
ually, cost hira $328 cold cash. Upon of the inhabitants of China, it cannot
into the state many prominent speak one of Roosevelt's managers at the Re- didate, cannot possibly be elected.
I
at
steamer
the
tie arrival of the
be denied that the Chinese in Ameri ers from other sections and hare car- publican national convention, and who There is no way ln which he can carhad charge of the contest made by ry enough states to give him 266 elecpier Mr. Gilbert was met by his ca are progressive and show consider ried the battle into every
county. Roosevelt
has declined to toral votes.
wife and a party of friends. After able power of
adaptation. The other Scarcely less active is the campaign follow the delegates,
Term
But by dividing the Republican
candidate out
Third
the
examined
his
by
baggage
having
day a divorce suit was heard in the of the
to defeat the of the Republican party, and has de- party, Col. Roosevelt can aid
in elect-icustoms inspectors, Mr. Gilbert pro supreme court by Justice Hendrick,
amendment
clared that he will support President
Woodrow WIlBon, the Democratic
ceeded to leave the pier with his wife in which both parties were Chines!
Taft In a speech ftat Jefferson City, candidate. Should Wilson be elected?
and followed by his friends. So an- The divorce was granted from the
Roosevelt says that Wilson's election
Mo., he said:
xious was his wife to see the jewels bench on statutory crrounds and no
"I hope that these many highmind-ewould plunge this country into nationWHEN
CHILD
YOUR
but, I believe, mistaken men, who wide disaster. Here are Roosevelt's
he had purchased for her in Paris, defonse wag made Tm te
gec.
have thought there was a greater inown words, written in the Outlook of
the
crossed
had
before
that
they
gate!cnd Cninese couple divorced ln ttta
to be subserved by joining in
1912:
GETS CONSTIPATED terest
of the pier, Mr. Gilbert took from his city.
the organization of a new party and July. 27,
Dr. Wilson were elected,
"If
diaticka
fine
he
nomination
of
State
box
another
the
a
containing
pocket
et, will yet see that by such acts they would either have to repudiate the
mond and pearl ring, which he showSUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION.
made about the taria in the
CLEANSE ITS LITTLE STOMACH, are simply doing that which tends to promises
ed to his admiring spouse. She saw
Insure Democratic Buccess.
Paducah, Ky., Oct 29. One thouAnd I Democratic platform of else brina ew- AND
LIVER
BOWELS
WITH
dethe ring, but bo did a customs
sand enthusiastic visitors invaded Pahope that they will come back to the ery Industry in the country to a crash
"SYRUP OF FIGS."
which would make all panics In our
party which has stood for decency;
tective in plain clothes who was ducah today for the opening of the
that has stood for sane and effective past history seem like child's play in
standing near the gate. Poltlely h annual convention of the Kentucky
In short, were Dr. WilIf progress in the conduct of public af- comparison.
Look at the tongue, Mother!
son elected on this platform, he would
asked Mr. Gilbert whether he had gathering will continue in session
fairs."
lita
sure
it
that
is
coated,
be
your
sign
After appealing to Republicans to
obliged at the very outset of his adpaid duty on the ring and whether gatherink will continue in session
ministration to face the alternatives
nominees,
Mr. Gilbert had any more jewelry con- until Friday and will be addressed tle one's insides, the stomach, liver support the Republican
of
dishonesty or disaster, the alternaand 30 feet of bowels is clogged up Gov. Hadley pointed out ln his speech
cealed on his person. The- would-bby some of the best known Sunday with
that the Democrats were pledged to tives of refusing to carry out the exmatter
waste
and
a
putrifylng
declare
to
was
obliged
pressed pledges of the platform, or
school workers of America,
smuggler
need a gentle, thorough cleansing at the same kind of tariff legislation as else of causing such disaster to evto the country after the
pearl pin and some other jewelry and
gave
they
worker in the country as would
once.
was taken to the office of the Deputy
Democratic victory of 1S92. He said ery
RACE MEETING AT PHOENIX.
mean nation-widruin."
is
child
When
droop
your
listless,
that no Republican could associate . As Roosevelt cannot be
surveyor, where he had to pay $328
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct 29 A five days'
elected, and
to get possession of the smuggled race meeting was inaugurated on the ing, pale, doesn't sleep soundly or eat himself with those whose efforts tend- as Roosevelt says that Wilson's electo
success.
ed
Democratic
Insure
or
feverish.
is
cross,
irritable,
tion would mean disaster, It is a logjewels.
great mile track here today in con- heartily
stomachical conclusion that the vote of the
nection with the Arizona State fair. A stomach, sour, breath tad; has
-ache,
TAFT country must be given to President
diarrhoea, sore throat, or is FORAKER
SUPPORTS
Pendleton number of rich stakes are on the proA jury before Justice
Taft
full of cold, give a teaspoonful of Syin the supreine court the other day gram, and among the horses that will
All
few
to
hours
all
of
Candidates
Seek
Other
a
in
and
Figs,
Says
awarded a verdict of $75 damages compete for them are many that have rup
Destroy Republican Party.
the foul, constipated waste, undigest
TALKING ABOUT STRAWS.
to a man and his wife, who had been starred on the Grand and Great Wested food and 60ur tile will gently
ern
season.
of
water
this
Circuits
a
bucket
by
doused with
By bis physician's orders, former
move on and out of ita little bowels
The Billings (Mont.) Daily Gazette,
Senator Foraker has been compelled
without nausea, griping or weakness, to decline the invitation to make which has been a strong Roosevelt paand you surely will havo a well, hap- speeches this campaign.
Of course, per until recently, has come over to
YOUR HAIR IS FLUFFY, BEAUTIFUL
his reasons for
a
as
he
is
and
loyal Republican,
py
support- Taft, the editor giving
smiling ch'.' again shortly.
double-columarticle,
With Syrup of Figs you are not ing Taft For quite a while the former the change in ahe
sees no hope for the
that
com- senator was in Maine for his health, declaring
success
of
AND LUSTROUS IN A FEW MOMENTS drugging your children, being senna
the
Term
Third
and while there he was a keen obparty, and
posed entirely of luscious figs,
server of the political situation. He is convinced that the cause of real reand aromatics it cannot be harmful, declares that the result in Maine was form can be best promoted by conbesides they dearly love ita delicious emphatically a victory for the policy tinuing the Republican party in power.
GIRLS! GET A 25 CENT BOTTLE OF "DANDERINE" AND TRY THIS.
taste.
of protection. Upon his return home The article particularly emphasizes
ALSO STOPS FALLING HAIR; DESTROYS DANDRUFF.
the danger of bringing about adverse
Mothers should always
Syrup he gave a highly interesting state- business
conditions through a change
to
ment
the
Cincinnati
"Commercial
stomthe
of
is
flufonly
once, Danderine dissolves every parFigs handy. It
Your hair becomes light, wavy
in administration, and points out the
from
which
is
the
Tribune,"
following
ticle of dandruff; cleanses, purifies ach, liver and bowel cleanser and regsteady advance which has been made
fy, abundant and appears, as sort,
excerpted :
and invigorates the ecalp, forever ulator needed. A little gdven today
It Is a
"It is the duty, of every Republican under Republican policies.
a
young
lustrous and beautiful as
most significant editorial, and as the
wilj save a sick child tomorrow.
who wantB to support the Republican
stopping itching and falling hair.
girl's after a "Danderine hair cleanse."
But what will pleaS)e you most will
Full directions for children of all party and Republican principles to re- Gazette is the most important paper in
plainly print- member that there is no way to sup- Montana, its influenc upon the elecJust try this moisten a cloth with a be after a few weeks' use when ,vou agesj and for grown-up- s
port the party and Us principles ex- tion can hardly be measured. It is only
ed
on
new
draw
will
hair fine and
the package.
actually Bee,
little Danderine and carefully
another one of the innumerable signs
by supporting President Taft.
cept
it through your hair, taking one small downy at first yes hut realy new Ask your druggist r the full name; "Nobody
else pretends to represent' that the Third Term party has coletrand at a time. This will cleanse hair growing all over the scalp. If "Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna," the Republican party. Every other lapsed, that the country realizes the
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive y care for pretty, soft hair and lots prepared by the California Fig Syrup candidate for the presidency is the fight is between the Republican party
oil and in just a tew moments you of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of Co. This is the delicious tasting, gen- open and avowed enemy of the Re- and the Democratic party, and that no
benefit could be derived from
have doubled the beauty of your hair. Knowlton's Danderine from any drug- uine old reliable. F.efugo anything publican party. All alike are seeking apossible
change.
defeat
its
and
destruction."
at
or
hair
toilet
else offered. Adv.
counter, and just try
gist
Besides beautifying the

It
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10 to
"Anxious
ui:
of
the
following in water an (drams of iouwd cl
drops
hour before each meal and your child half ounce of v,Ue cl cvkiu'.
of sodium siJicr.e;
will soon he cured of
j drams
Comp. fluid baimwort, 1 oz.; -- tincture jcomp. fluid lnJmwort; 1 oi. ;,.
sy- seace cardie!; aud I oss.
cubebs, 1 dram; tincture
tic, 2 drams.
eapanuii. This has ' cured
curt
and I am sure it v
"La, Rue" writes: "For many years;
- s
I have suffered
ui '
with stomach andi "Mu
bowel trouble which has been caused we no to . ' ...
i
My hie wtii . a u
by a severe case of catarrh.
blood is also in poor condition. What ing, b
hoarse ies- - uid
can be done lor me?"

j,u

I

rhus-aroiu-

oz.

j

;

tin

&

Answer: If you follow the direc - i Answer. 0..
tions given below you will soon be mt'ntUi.uJi.2e jj- "
well and strong again. Obtain themi,;ie
wHti orj. uar-- g -- :it..
following from any
drug;
store and mix by shaking well, then or honey. iJirecuous io:U
take a teaesxxmful four times daily: f hOW tO UiUke ilUCUIiip.-;- . '
. '
t
i ..i
i
age.
4
Syrup sarsaparilla, comp.
ozsj
i
pK&Mt
1
fluid
fluid
est
oz.,
baimwort,
comp.
,
,
irvi
Huchu, 1 oz. I'se in connection with throat an
this the following local treatment;
b." wr.iet:
''rBGet a
package of antiseptic vtl
w
fcl
tv-lane, rwiwripr and nifll:A a rnturrh balm
e u
fe'Li,
Heavy
by mixing one ounce of lard or vasewiij'-i
ilui
line with level teaspoonful of the
a.
Am rest . je'
powder and use in the nostrils daily.
Also make a wash of one pint of to eat a i dn
.
f
pm 1
warm water and
teaspoonfal
;
newt1.-Tne
Answer:
t
or
use
two
Vilane
of
powder and
o- - u
three times a day until the nostrils tion ana
are thoroughly cleansed and your quent com c"
trouble will soon be gone.
bw to pre f em tsac u
operation. I aavise tu&t
ri
"Elsie M." writes: "I have such tablets m p" k
i.
short, stringy, straggling hair and myiisg to utrJuLs "r
t: ; scalp is full of dandruff. Please ad - ed carton

it

-

1

j

e--

one-hal-

--

2

:

:
blue t
r'
,
slight
Answer: The best advice I can of e sof u
u c
s
fer is simple. Get at a well stocked
us 111 '
by
drug store a 4 oz. jar of plain yellow
minyol, directions accompanying, and
1
t C
use it regularly.
It promotes a
a lull;-.of
hair and
healthy, vigorous growth
it noi
cures dandruff, Itching scalp, "lustre
1
lb i,e
..j"
t(
If
and
hair.
less hair
stops falling
t
ui i a r
the hair is hzrsh and straggling it re
I
Ti,
stores a soft, fluffy appearance, and -s .
vtra'
t
brings back the intense natural coior.
r,
t
jo
Couioiind
o:
ri:
"Hazelle" says: I would eeru.11.1v
tincture
ozs.;
taaa
in-would
j
appreciate something that
crease
and take away tuat caruutuon

in

vi

1

1

J

t:

-

-

I -

I

ii--

t

1

i..--o-

weight
Unguid feeling which I am su -'
to most of the time. My blood weak and watery and by apietite it
poor."
Answer your condition is very easi
ly overcome if you will follow tiie di- rections given beow. Ask your druge
tab-- 1
gist for three-grailets and take according to the directions and your weight will increase
These tablets promote assimilation,
absorption and aid digestion, trails-- j
and figure.'
form the complexion
They are prescribed by plisiclans and
are perfectly harmless. Ther shoulci
be taken regularly for several months
and you can depend upon gaming
flesh and that languid feeling will'
vanish completely.
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iiild

11C

iirnon'iie 1 OZ.
and ta.ie a
tiiivlueui

Ir

or in o)
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.11
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Poor li." wrnes:
c:
poor os nivo-air-

t

ir
rheumatism

lib

jViltO

il

a
I

1

1
1

the time. 1 am'
it makes it
around."

ict

r r

1

Answer: Do not worry auout ou- rheumatism as that can be very ens
ly cured by using the following: Ge
at the drug store the ingred
named and mix thoroughly and uf
a teaspoonful at meal time and a
at bed time and you will soon u
entirely cured of that disagreeuhK

l
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"D. E. G." writes:
is getting worse all
getting so stiff that
hard for me to get
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GIRLS LOSE TOO
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Oklahoma City, OUla, Oct
Almost overshadowing the presiden- - j great oaos i
tial contest in point of interest lor as&Just Oknaotsia
Oklahomans is the state capital fight
OREGON t.'iOTH
which will be settled by a vote of the
Port hind. Ore., t
people in the election one week from
to Lave ti:
efturt
is
putUng up the Tight j
today. Guthrie
of her life to recover the prize lost pension iunci ftr
years ago, while Oklahoma City to be tmaz by ui
.10:
u
is waging a state-wid- e
campaign to of
W4uy iur
the
retain
capital.
Guthrie obtained the initiation of 8 The prt'i" J ui'
proposed amendment to the state dorwmei!t of (itsconstitution making that city the many o
permanent capital of the state. This j
amendment will be voted on next
FIGt
Tuesday. If Guthrie wins tJ (if
be. little chance of the capital bemt
moved again, as the matte- - t '
taining an amendment to the u
For the
tution is difficult.
j
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PERSONALS

i

.

W. R. Whitehorn ol Onava was a

FROM AHENT'S

t'iJili JITUfI

visitor la towa today.
B. T, Plowman arrived in town this
afternoon from Raton.
P. L. Oawalt of Wagon Mound was
tC visitor in town
today.
R, A. Shearer of Mineral Hill was
a visitor in town tcday.
Mrs. C. A. Hammond left this afternoon for Los Angeles.
Ben Strickfaden left this afternoon
on a business trip to Watrous.
J. H. Kelly left this morning on a
horse purchasing trip on the mesa.
Joseph Fram left this afternoon on

'

-

if

t

;

lit pur recent Car of

?

niture we received

PILES UP LARGEST SCORE MADE
SO FAR IN THE ELKS'
TOURNAMENT.

sime

i

Standing
Team
Anton
Henriquez
Johnson
Losey
HokeN.
Ament .... '.

,

Joseph, Mo.
Charles Jones, who has been a visitor in town for several days, loft
.yesterday for Trinidad.
IL W. Kelly left this afternoon for
Encino and will remain there for several days receiving sheep,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert SpHngfels of
Colorado are spending the week at
the Harvey mountain ranch.
Mrs. Secundino Romero left this
afternoon for Kansas City where she
will visit friends for several weeks.
Abaido Maloof left this afternoon
.for St. Joseph, Mo., where he will
fori several - days purchasing
'

beauiifuiUl

P

LE

BED

ROOM FURNITURE of high

class 'some of which
. show in

our display

also some

win-do-

w,

Farley

CLASSY

-5

(-

JpFFJDN ANY BRASS

BElORt M4PLE

FIRM- .1

TIRE.

IE RDSEIITHAL
Opposite The Y. M. C.

A.

Henry Shaw, who has been a visit
or in Las Vegas for several
left this morning for Mora.
A party of three overland tourists
passed through Las Vegas today en
route from Indianapolis, Ind., to Los
Angeles, Cal. They are making the
trip in a large six cylinder National
roadster and are covering on an average of over one hundred miles each

day,.,.

--

rts

.

cal pride.

pro- -

in' Ready- -'

'duces a fieV fashion
goods, we procure
and offer same to our patrons
To-We- ar

at the lowest prices.

Come In and Post
Yourself
We will extend the same
or
courtesy whether you bny

not.

--

ilsffnian

Grsybartli

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
PHONE MAIN 104
Ascni, for

th'

New Ua 10c Ptttem,

1

The concert to be given Saturday
evening by the Byron Troubadours
for the benefit of the Las Vegas hospital will be the best concert of this
kind ever given In Las Vegas. Th
Byron Troubadours are a company ol
musicians everyone of whom is an
artist who has had years of training
in his own particular specialty. The
Troubadours are at present on an extended tour,! visiting all of the larger
cities in the west and all of the re
ports received in Las Vegas regarding
the concerts being given by them, are

.

.1

1.000
1.000
.500
.000
.000
.000
bowl-

1
1

0
0

.... .... .:. ..0

LAS VEGAS; NEW MEXICO
-

Capital

.

-

.

FOR LAST ADDRESS
ENDS
Miners

MINE STRIKE
and
Elv. Nev.. iOdt. 29.
mill men' in large numbers were ap
plying for work this morning, following the action of the Ely Central La
bor league last night in voting to
call off the strike declared against
the Nevada Consolidated Mining omupany a month ago. The vote of the
Central Labor League was forecasted
nueis'
yesterday when the Lane
union and the Steptoe Mill and
union instructed their delegates to stand for resumption ct r ork
at the scale granted by the company
on October 1, an advance of 20 n:id
25 cents a day to all classes of labor.
.

Praelt-ermen-

b

obd

Bever greasy
,

Cottolene is a vegetable fat
made from the purest and
choicest cotton oiL It con
tains not an ounce of hog fat
Cottolene makes delicious
pastry crisp and flaky. For
frying, it can be heated to a
much higher temperature
than butter or lard, and forms
a coating which prevents: the
absorption of the fat
Cottolene is every bit as
good as, and much cheaper
than butter for cooking. It is
;

far better

and

DIVIDEND IS PASSED.
Newf(York, Oct. 29. The United
States' Express company today passed
l
of ,.J3 a
dividend
its
shane, The establishment of the par-epostnd a decrease in the company's earnings during the last fiscal
year were among) the reasons given
by directors for the failure to declare
the" 'dividend;

s'

farther

thaneither.lt
is

the

most

economical

cooking fat
on the market.
THE R. K. FAERBANK COMPANT

CANDIDATE WILL
PROGRESSIVE
TALK IN NEW YORK TOMORROW NIGHT.

Oyster Bay, Oct 29 Colonel Roose
velt rested today, by his doctor's orders, to save his strength for tomorrow night's speech at Madison Square
Garden. For half an hour during the
he strolled about the
forenoon
grounds of his home and afterwards
spent an hour dictating letters. He
was still troubled with soreness In his
right side and It probably will be
.several weeks before he has full use
of his right arm.
Colonel Roosevelt has partially resumed direction of the campaign and
a number of the letters which he sent
off today were addressed to progres
sive leaders in various states. Although he is eager to get back Into
the fight,, his physicians say he is not'
strong enough to take up a detailea
work of management and probably
will be able to do little more than act
in an advisory capacity during the remaining week of the campaign.

'
"S3!

$100,000.00

JOHN IV. HARRIS, President

CEcklO

GEO. IL HUNKER, Vice President
CLEGFES ROMERO, Vice President

I. W.

4

Secretary
Asst. Secretary

ROSENWALD,

LIVELY

niif-pro-

The fourth game in the Elks'
ing tournament, rolled last evening,
was won by the LoBey team, which
defeated the Ament team by the large
score of 193 pins, which is the biggest
defeat handed out to any team so far
in the tournament. The Losey team
also madehe highest team score to
date, having a total of 1,992 pins for
the three games wnile the Anient
team's total was, 1,799 which is the
lowest score to date. High man for
the evening was Dr. C. S. Losey, who LARGE NUMBER OF LAS VEGAS
rolled a total of 435 pins. Bert Kelly
PEDAGOGUES WILL GO TO
was second high man, having a. pin-faALBUQUERQUE.
of 412 pins. Dr. M. F. Des Marais, county super
intendent of schools, has taken up the
work of
the attendance at
SNQDGRASS HAS 'HOME' tne annualboosting
convention of the New
Mexico
Educational
association,
WITH NEW YORK CLUB which will be held in Albuquerque
November
Dr. Des Marias has se
cured the consent of every teacher in
McGRAW GIVES OUT STATEMENT
the county, with the exception of one,
to attend the meeting., The EducaREGARDING PLAYER'S
STANDING
tional association is doing a great
work and is helping the teachers to
New York, Oct. 29. iPersistetn re- make themselves more efficient. The
ports that the New York National effect is beginning to be felt in every
League baseball club would dispense school district in the state.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
with the services of Fred Snodgrass
as a result of his costly error In the of the Normal University, says thaf
last world's series game are set at all the Normal teachers and the glee
rest in a statement given out here by club of the school will attend the
The party
John J, McGraw,
manager of the meeting in Albuquerque.
will go to the Duke City on WednesNew York team. He says:
"I do not blame Fred Snodgrass day afternoon of next week on train
in the least for his failure to catch No. . Rufus1 Meade, superintendent
that fly ball in the last game of the of the city schools, expects to (take a
excursion of
world's series at Boston.
Snodgrass personally conducted
His
is a valuable and conscientious player school ma'ams to Albuquerque.
on
to
will
train
Giants
of
go
Albuquerque
party
the
a
member
will
be
he
and
next season. His failure to make the No. 1. Rufus Meade, superintendent
Catch is something that would hap- High School Girls'j'jGlee club will De
.', ,.
..'
pen but once la a thousand cases, in this party.
and 1 want to say that he is deserving
of sympathy for this failure. It hurts
him more keenly than it hurts any UQQSEVELT RESTING
one else."

most favorabTeT The Troubadours offer a varied program, both instrumental and vocal and the selections
played and sung by them are of lae than lard; it is
high ciass as well as the popular richer,
style of music.
will go one-thir- d

.semi-annua-

&

1.0U0

,

Be-fdn-

Xs'fastas'the' market

1

Peoples jBank 8r Trust Company

Per Cent Interest PaJd on Time and Savings Deposits
2 Per Cent on Checking Accounts
Money Loaned

on Real Estate, Personal, and Collateral
Paper Bouit

Negotiable

OLNEY BLOCK

o A:;LzAn o

IAY BE SHUT SOON

J)'.

Cameron-Falconet-

J

V7

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

AUTHORITIES IN CHICAGO BRING
CHARGES AGAINST THE
PLACE.
Mrs.

n

PHONE MAIN 51

G

Chicago, Oct 29.

Security

and Sold

CONVENTIO

1

HEW

Pet.

'.

29, 1912,

TO ATTEND THE

where he has been spending his va , Two men from Albuquerque, Wil-cation for the past two weeks. .
. m LI '5 d . m1 Thomas Delgado were
M. A. Rex, food, and drug inspector arrested tins
morning Dy Special Ot-0 the United States agricultural de.orris as they got off the
a
partment, arrived in town last evenU.nfi,tgg.4jtf of train No. 8.
R. Murray the men
ing and will be a visitor here several
"Judge
.
'
days."
pleaded guilty to the charge of
were obliged to pay the
Johnny Pugh and his cousin, B. F.
Shedd, who have been visitors in costs, after which they received walk-in- s
town for several days, left this aftertickets from the court.
.
,
noon for the Pugh ranch at Wagon frjsat i'.jz.
Mound.
Nathan
Jaffa, republican candidate
rr W. T. Brown. Dr. P. A. Soel- - for' congressman from New Mexido,
brue, William Hutcnin, Miss Stabin wijl address a gathering of voters at
and Miss Thulin are visitors in town jn4jjs this evening.' Tomorrow
today, motoring in from Watrous this night he will address a similar meet
morning.
ing at Antonchico.. United States
-- ,
J)
A SyUe, WUU uao vwvi
Marshal Secundino Romero and Apoar
A. Sena expect to attend both
ii:g the rast two years abroad,
logia,,
rived in town last evening ana i
meetings. They left this morning for
from all parts
several weeks will be the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Scott, who are the of San Miguel county, where republi
TinraTifa of Mrs. Sme.
can speakers have been addressing
.
Secundino Romero and A. A. Sena the voters for several days and will
left thla morning on a business trip continue to make speeches until elec
.to Santa Rosa and other towns of the tion vday, indicate that Taft and Jaffa
overlower country making the trip
will receive a large majority in San
automoWhalen
the
of
one
land in
,
Miguel county.;
biles, E. D. Fowler driving.
even
Several property owners in Las' Ve
Sidney Benedito arrived last
town
in
will
be
and
Trinidad
gas evidently believe In giving the
ing from
tor several days visiting friends. Mr. circus people full value for the sev
VeBenedito formerly resided in Las
eral complimentary tickets received
Casta-ned- a
the
at
was
employed
and
from theuse of space in vacant
gas
.
.
He is now manager ot stores and on buildings
hotel.
lor ad
the Harvey house at Trinidad.
vertising purposes. The circus has
in last been a thing of the past for over two
R. B. Schoonmaker camo
and
evening from the Harvey ranch sev- weeks, but the generous property
for
town
owners, still continue to make a dis
in
remain
to
expects
reporU
Schoonmaker
play on their premises of the circus
eral days. Mr.
Har-ve- v
the
about
posters which to the average citizen
is
plentiful
that game
ranch this year but that so far have heedi'an "eyesore ever since the
rethis season the hunters have not circusi.left town. The immediate
not
would
only
these
moval
of
posters
been successful.
improve the looks of the poroperty, but
would, also 'show that the property
owners have a certain amount of lo-

SOMETHING

lost

OCTOBER

COUNTYTEACIIERS

.

O.

EVERY DA

Won

....

We

b

.

BRASS-BEDS-

goods.

the
F. Zottman, representing
.Baldwin Piano company wltli headquarters in' Denver, was a business
visitor in town "today.
Miss Kathryn Drake arrived last
evening from her home in Hodges
and win hn th trnpst. of Miss Helen
Kelly for several weeks.
Harry Ctuler, the Insurance man,
left this afternoon on a several days
business trip to several towns along
the line north of here.
George H. Hunker left this morning
for Mora where he will attend the
fall term of the district court, now
in session at that place.
Oscar Linberg, the postofflce clerk,
returned last evening from St. Louis,

A

the Teams.

of

TUESDAY,

If you are Buffering from Ecezema,
Psoriasis or any other kind of skin
trouble, drop into onr stare for instant
relief. He will guarantee you to stop
that itch In two seconds.
We have Bold nthpr rpimvltpn fnr nkiri
troubles, but none that we oould recommend as highly as this, a mild wash of
uil or Wlntergreen Thymol and a few
other Ingredients that have wrought
eucn wonuerrul
cures all over the coun.
try.
This compound ft known as D.D.D
Prescription for Eczema and it will cool
and heal the ltchv. burning skin as
uu uiuig eisw can.
A 2uc trial bottle will Drove It.
Of course all other druggists have
D.D.D. Prescription
go to them If you
can't come to us but don't accept soma
suosmute.
But if you come to our store, we are
so certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
that we offer you a full size bottle on
this guarantee: if you do not find that
tt takes away the itch AT ONCE It
costs you not a cent.
k: D. GOODALL, E. Las Vegas, N. M.

BUNCH

Fur-

OPTIC,

Your Druggist
Slops Tim! I!

LOSEY TEAM WINS

(

DAiLY

,

mother of Lucile Cameron,
whose Infatuation for Jack Johnson
has caused city and federal authorities to investigate their alleged relations, refused today to discuss a report that her second husband, Mr.
Falconet, in Minneapolis, had Inform
ed her that she must give up eithev
her daughter or him. It was reported Mr. Falconet had said the girl
might not enter his home again because of the notoriety attaching to
her escapade with Johnson, and that
if the mother desired to remain witn
her offspring, 'ahe .vould hava to do
so outside of his home.
Charges of abduction against Johnson were to bo heard before .fudge
Hopkins today, while at the same
time a hearing In municipal court was
scheduled at which the closing of
Johnson's saloon was the point at issue. Hearing of charges of disorderly conduct against Lucile today was
postponed until November 14.
The hearing of Johnson on charges
of abduction was postponed until a
later date when he appeared In court.
"I'm a Kentuckian; show me that
Jack Johnson and I'll 'tend to his
case before any grand jury can get
to him," shouted a man who appeared today In the office of United
States Marshal Hoy.
The stranger kept one hand
h his coat as he demanded that
Chief Deputy John Wolf point out
the pugilist to him. When assured
that Johnson was not in the building the stranger left.

gang of
HILLS

immim

BJUjpBE

GIRL

From Page One)

(Continued

knew and admired Sophia, We were
to go back right after the wedding
Wednesday. I never can go back and
face her mother or my father. Now

'

I'm an outcast.",

was going first to Boston for a visit,,
but the family heard from her later
from Chicago and understood that she
had gone there direct
"She had been In Chicago many
times and had both friends and relatives there. Her main reason In going to Chicago was for the purpose
of undergoing an operation for stomach trouble. So far as I know at tils
moment none of the family will go to
Chicago, but have already made arrangements for a private dertectlve
to leave here at once for Chicago."
Court records show that Sophia
Gertrude Singer was married September 7. 1897, to Thomas G. Wallea and
obtained a divorce, fram Tiim two
years later on statutory grounds.

Came of a Good Family
Baltimore, Oct 29. Sophia G
who was found murdered In a
rooming house at Chicago, came of a
good family of this city." Her mother.
Mrs. Louise Singer, Is a widow living
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
In the northern part of the city.
Kansas City, Oct. 29. Cattle, reMiss Singer left Baltimore on October 6, leaving word that she would ceipts 18,000, Including 1,000 southreturn in about five weeks. Frank O. erns. Market steady to weak.
steers $6.5010.75;
southern
Singer, Jr., a prominent builder of
steers ?4.256.15;
southern cows
this city, was her brother.
William R. Worthen, who was he." and heifers $3.405.10; native cows
stockers
reputed sweetheart, was formerly a and heifers $3.405.70;
ofeet railway conducto here. He and feeders $4.507.50; bulls $3.75
5.25; calves $58.75; western
quit his position a month ago. A
voman relative of Worthen saitf siie steers $a8.50: western cows
6.E0.
Had heard him speak- of fliss Singer
Hogs,
":
receipts 14,000. Market 15
frequently.
Charles D. Conway and T;eatrice to 20 cents lower. Bulk of sales $7.70
7.90; heavy $7.857.95; packers
Riall, or May Monte, ' were known
here as variety actors.' Frank O. and butchers $7.757.90; lights $7.60
7.85; pigs $67.
Singer, the dead womans brother, was
Sheep, receipts
15,000.
Market
notified of his sister's death id a priTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
vate telegram from Chicago. He strong. Muttons $3.504.50; Iambi
WANTED Woman to assist In car- said he had sent a private 'detective $6.257.10; range wethers and yean
lings $45.50; range ewes $2.
ing for Invalid. Apply Miss Rlchley, to Chicago to work on the case.
4.
508 Main avenue.
of having but flO or $50 on
her person, as reported Sils sister
A new line of band daters just reWANTED Plain sewing. 510 Main had fully $1,000 In her ' possession,
.
avenue.
he declared. Speaking of 'the affair, ceived at the Optic office. Dates from
'
1912 to 1917. 25c each.
Mr. Singer eaid:
FOR RENT One bea room; furnace;
'My sister left her home' here oni
will board. 510 Main avenue.
October 6. It was 'expected that she
Old papers tor sale, opnc office.
'

f

Fusion In Colorado,
Oct. i,9. Announcement
Denver,
was made at both republican and pro-

gressive headquarters today that

RANTS FREE

fus-

ion on legislative tickets had beei) effected-in
a large number of districts.
With the expiration yesterday of the1
time : allowed ..iby law ,j for r filing
changes in tickets, the charges of further fusion are ended.
Secretary Costen of the progressive party stated that fusion had been
made in about 20 counties.
"In most instances we: joined with

the republicans," he

-

Jt3"- -

-

-'

Something out of

tSie

ordinary for this week only

A SUIT AND EXTRA
OF TROUSERS .

said, "but in

some cases the union Is with democrats. We have indorsed candates
for the legislature on both democratic
and republican tickets who have signified that they ar Roosevelt progressives."
Gobln for Attorney General.
It was announced today that William B. Cobln of Rocky Ford has been
placed on the republican ticket' as candidate for attorney general. Ben
Griffith, originally named for the position, withdrew and was nominated
for the same office by the

'-

PANTS FREE

III,
60S Douglas

Avenue

.

We have received notice of a Targe shipment of Woolens from the mills
and have to sacrifice he patterns on hand in order to make room for those
on the road.

EVERY SUIT AND EXTRA PAIR
of trousers guaranteed to be of the latest wool patterns.
FIT

Li

OCK
PlR. OW-tlc

NATIONAL

M

SATISFACTION

VOOLEN

All for $15.00.

GUARANTEED

MILLS"".'

Las Vegas,
Mexico

3

3S

J- -'

f

LA.

SIX

t

GLNTHAL HOTEL
FLINT, Prop
Cor Grand and 'Douglas Ave.
3?ast Las Vegas, W. M.

KIRS.

Rm

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

416 Grand

Ave

Phone Main 447
.Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

PETER P. MACKEL
,

wnnRP 1ND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glaring.
.'
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
Hi Bids Plaza

....

O

H. C. YOUNG

LATCMOWERS SHARPENED
Lock and lOunsmlth Bicycle oo
Gei-er-

al

Street

S20-6t- h

Repairujp.

E. Las Vegas

Automobile, Carriage &

SIGN PAINTING
N.

429

0.

HERMAN

Grand Ave

PLAZA HOTEL
NEWIiYtBEMODELED
Private Baths and Lavatories
Stea,a Heat Private Telephones
1

;Rates 12.50 per day and up
A3IEKICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or Month
REDUCED RATES
For vault, cesspool and grease cup
sanitation, effective until December
,

I,

1912.

Vaults, 15c per cubic foot
Cesspools, $3.00 per load for first
three Toads; $2.60 per load for sec
ond three loads and ?2.00 per load
for balance.
Phone orders to' Gearing 'Real Es
tate Office, Main 49,
beThese prices are considerably
low those set by the city ordinance,
iand it la urgently requested that the
Bsblio take advantage of this opportunity to make it a city wide sanita-

tion movement
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
Mayor and President of the Board of
Health, City of Las Vegas.
C. C. GORDON,
.City Physician and Secretary Board
.of Health, City of Las Vegas.

PALACE

'

LOBBY REST A!! HA NT AflB

TOE

THE OPT.IC

WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

LtiOGE
A

COLUMN
RATES

'

ADVER-

a

Eg-gu-

t:

Wednesday October 30

,

"SMALLEST

BABY"

THRIVES

Infant Reaches ' Weight

Philadelphia
of Almost Two Pounds and Is
Near Seven Inches Long.

Russell Dailey, the
Philadelphia.
smallest baby ever born here, is making rapid strides at the University
hospital. Now nearly two weeks old,
he has attained a weight ot one pound
eleven ounces and a length of six and

inches. The physicians
say that his digestive apparatus Is normal and that he should thrive, barring
unforeseen circumstances.
three-quart-

Judge Held for Speeding.
A constable
Greenwich, Conn.
brought an auto speeder Into Justice
Bums' court for trial, but the Justice
could not be found, for at the same
time he was answering a charge of
speeding his own automobile in another court.

nousEi

DUPOAP OPERA

OASK1LL and MacVITTY (Inc.) OFFERS
A PLAY

OF

HUMAN

IN-

TEREST.

. .

cai IF

FOUNDED

f"3

UPON AN
EMBLEM OF

it

PURITY

By EDWARD E. R.OSE
Author of Jb. nice Meredith, Alice of Old Vlncennes, The Prisoner of Zen
da, David Harum, The Spenders, Etc.

THE

(

New York.

Chicago
Boston Success

:EL

GREAT)

SYNOP S OF PLAY.
ACT I. Lawn in front of Bruce
' country borne. West Chester, N.

Y- -

ACT III.' Bruce Wilton's Study the.
next moraine.
" tell etch beaduoto the end,
sad then e croee 1$ bung,"

"The boar J tptnt with thee dear httrt,
Art u I trlag of petrlt to me.
ACT II. One hour later. Bruce
ton's study.

ACT IV. Outside the chapel one year

Wil1

"leouat them over, erery oae apert.
My
My

ater.
'7 kite etch heed end ttrire at laat

to Itaro
Tohitt the Croat, aweethcarlllo kiti the Croat?'

(TEXT BV ROBERT CAMBRON

COMPLETE

ROGERS)

MAGNIFICENT

PRODUCTION

Gorgeous Electrical Effects
Prices

-

-

T

-

3I.DU,

fTv

3I.uy. 75, 50 cts

NO

I, A. F.
Regular oom-unload on first and

EL

LODGE
NO.
1,
PYTHIAS Meets
very Monday ere
:nas in Caatle Hall.
VIs'ltinK Knights are
InvlteeV
cordially
t'rias K. Llebecs
Jilnr, cha n c e o I
tomiiiHnder.
Haxrj
Martin. Keeper M
Kecords and Seal.

DORADO

KNIGHTS
n.'.

jt

OF

..

i'f
.i u.t

yX,i'i
Njjr

month. Visiting broth'
r cordially
lnvttad
R. Murray.
N O. Herman. W 1L;
.

Secretary.
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-uf
llnea. All
advertle ments charaed
Oular conclav fcam Tw-dawill be booked at space actually set
In each moath at
without regard to number of words.
Temple at 7:20 p. m. CD.
ReCash In advance preferred.
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme,
5
corder.

1 1

fax:'

y

Ma-soni-o

LAS VEQAS CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Raemlar convoca
tion fret Monday in each

moat
4

OPTIC'8 NUMBER. MAIN L

RANSFORD CHAPTER

WANTED

Young woman as clerk In
retail store. Must be reliable, neat
and industrious. Application will
be received by mail only. Potter
Candy Company.

WANTED Girl for general house
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street.

Porter

at

Tom-pla-

,

La

NO.

i,

P. O. ELKS

Grand avenue.

Meets second and
fourth Thursday evening each month
at W. O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
cordially invited. Dr. H. W. Houf,
Dictator; J. Thornhill, Secretary.

L. O. O. MOOSE

HUNKER

G.

almost new upright piano at
bargain. Inquire at Plaza hotel.

a

FOR SALJS 6 room modern houst.
furnace heat Apply B. H. Newlee,

Fifth street

LOCAL

Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Trtpio Monteflore at t
o'clock p. m. fisitlna brothers arc
invited
Isaac ' ' Appal
cordlcily
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec-

ay

Plone-buildln-

Ji

cot

1..

No.
No.

8..

No.

7

No.

TIME

Hun

Vr

CAHD

...

1:10

m

p.

11:06 p m.
1:15 a. m
1:45 p m

S: 16 p
11:10 f

l.th

1:16

a
t

WE8T BOUNu
1:41
1:20 p. m..'
6:16 a.
....6:10 a. m
4:bU a.
.4:40 p. m
7:00 .
.6:36 p. in

a.
at.

.

m
as

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541, by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
I. O. of B. B."Meets
every Aral There is only one way to cure deaf-

-

eight

No.
No. 10

A

Lava.
Vew

EAST BOUND

visiting

FOR SALE One house and lot; one
,i
retary,
house and two lots. A snap for
cash.- Must sell this month:
See
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
Cutler Brothers.
NO. 804. Meets second and fosr
Thu-fdin O. R. C. hall.
Visiting members art c
d tally in vied.
Peter Emenaker, G.
FOR RENT Four room furnished
K., Richard Devlne. F. 8
house. Modern except heat 812
Eighth street
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1.
Meets every Monday evening a.
FOR RENT OR SALE Six room
their ball onv, Sixth street All visit
modern house with basement' on
tng brethren cordially Invited to at
Boulevard. Cutler Brothers.
tend.
D. Fridenstlno, N. G.;
V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Frank
Fries,
FOR RENT Modern
room

For Rent

HUNKER

i:hwter

Attorneyi

member
are Arrive
welcome. A A Gearing,
No. 2.
Pension
president; J. T. Bnhler, secretary: No. 4
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
8

AN-

A

H. Hunker

IjMa Vejsan

For Sale

ZZ

A.TTOKNEY8

BROTHERHOOD NO.
10
Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at

o'clock.
cordially

aid

second
-

FRATERNAL

8

Meets,

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks. Home op Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially lnrKd. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

Msett

WANTED Board and room in pri
vate family, close in. Address N. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in, the forest of brotherly
Hart, care Palace Clothing Co.
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
FOR SALE Furniture for 10 rooma
Visiting
neighbors are especially
628 Grand avenue.
welcome and cordially invited.

1045

B."

O. E.

first aaa taird Fridays in
Masonic Tewpla Mrs. T. B. Bowea,
WorUy Matroa; Janes O. Ratledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs, George Trips,
Secretary. Ffcoie Main 828. 120
S--

Wanted

WANTED
hotel.

at Haaoaia

at T;M p. m. M. B.
Williams, H. P.; ". O.
Blood, Secretary.

-- J

to-w-it:

.

CAFf

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

..

Long-Distanc- e

H. E. Archer, merchant ot West
ever, Ala., states: "My boy had a
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe ha could not get out of bed for
a week. The! first few doses of Fo
ley's Honey and Tar relieved him
and before we had given him the con
tents of one nettle, he was well. Fo
ley's Honey and Tar Compound is
kept continually in our house. It is
!erfectly safe and effective." o. O
Bchaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
lad v.

OCTOBER 29, 1912.

ROME

IN

H. M. Beatty, Ltttle Rock, Ark,
says: "For the past two years I suffered with kidney trouble had severe
pains across my back and over my MARRIAGE LICENSE BY PHONE
nips mat aimoer meant aeaw 10 me
at times. I used several well known Permit to Wed Issued to Minnesota
kidnev remedies, but got no relief un
Man Over the
til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
Wire by Clerk.
me
made
sound
a
can
I
truthfully say
O.
G.
Schaefer
well
man."
and
and
Minneapolis, Minn. It lacked only
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
one hour until Dr. W. O. Fryberger
and Miss Mary Hughes, both of MinHere Is a woman who speaks from neapolis, were to be wed at Miss
personal knowledge and long experi- Hughes' summer home, near Buffalo,
ence, viz., Mrs. P. H. Brogan, of Wil- Minn., when the clerk of the district
son, Pa., who says, "I know from ex- court refused a license to Dr. Fryperience that Chamberlain's Cough berger on the ground that the parties
Remedy is far superior to any other.- did not reside In the county.
For croup there is nothing that exIn that hour Dr. Fryberger called
eels It." For sale by all dealers
the clerk of the district court in
Adv.
Minneapolis, made an affidavit over
e
the
telephone and reJ. W. Copeiand, of Dayton, Ohio, ceived a permission to wed by the
purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's same way, the clerk of the court at
Couerh Remedy for his boy who had Buffalo
taking the fee for the Hennea cold, and before the bottle was all pin county
office.
used the boy's cold was gone. Is that
It Is said to be the first case in
not better thui to pay a five dollar
doctor's bill? For sale by all dealers Hennepin county of a license being
Isiied over the telephone.
Adv.

J. C. Ray, Wlnfleld, Ala., says: "My
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
wse a catheter. Various kidney rem
edies were tried without result, and
Kidney
finally we gave him Foley
Fills. In three days he could pass
on
no
come water and
the fifth,
long- ier needed a catheter. He continued
to use Foley Kidney Pills until entirely cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. Adv.

OPTIC. TUESDAY,

Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas North-Ho- use
ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
of Jose I'. Mares.
Whereas, under Section 1, Chapter
Prfcinc No, 6, Las Vegas Central
105, Laws of 1909, of the State of
Thomas J. O'Brien, Ambassador to
JIoukb ot Jofie Blea"
New Mexico, the Board ot County
Italy, Has at Last Found Suit7 San
of San
the
Precinct N
of
Antonio
Commissioners
County
able Residence.
Miguel, State of New Mexico, Is re- House of Fernandez Armijo.
Precinct No. i$, Upper JLaa Vegas-Ho- use
Home. Thomas J. O'Brien,
the quired to proclaim the coming elecAmerican ambassador, has at last tion to be held in November A. Dl.
of Bonifacio Baca.
solved in a most suitable way the 1912.
Precinct No. 9,, Pecos House ot
question of his residence as the repNow, therefore, In accordance with Poaro Ribera.
resentative of a power like the United
Vrecr.ot No 10, Chaperito House
above law, we the undersigned,
the
States.
of Pedro Garduno.
In Rome the ambassador of a great the Board of County Commissioners
Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo
country can hardly live, without losing of San Miguel County, State of New
some prestige, in a modern house or Mexico, do hereby proclaim and give House of Sanitago Herrera.
villa. The residence which the Frenoh public notice on this 25th day of OcPrecinct No. 12, Ko we House of
ambassador occupies, the Palazzo Par- - tober A. D. 1912, dn open session, that Manuel Archuleta.
Precinct No. 13, Rociada House of
an election to be held within said
county and the several precincts Jose Ignacio Martinez.
A
Precinct No. 14, Sapello House of
thereof, on Tuesday the fifth day of
November A. D. 912, is for the pur- Oligarlo Montoya.
Precinct No. 15, Manuelita Houbo
pose of electing persons to the following offices an dthe names of the var- of Encarnacion Perea. ,
Precinct No. 16, Union House ot
ious candidates for each of sald offices, together with their respective Guadalupe Ortiz.
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio--Scho- ol
postofflce addresses, are given here
house.
below and as tney appear on ille
Precinct No. 18, Mishawka House
In the office of the County Clerk and
Recorder of San Miguel of E. S. Crooks.
Precinct No. 19, McKlnley House
County, New Mexico, and also, for
the purpose of voting on a proposed of Hlginio Lucero.
Precinct No. 20, San Juan House
amendment to the State Constitution
V
Bona Issue of Five of Jose A. Gallegos.
a
and
proposed
r
No. 21, Casa Colorada
Precinct
Dollars to mainHundred
Thousand
t
tain State Highways within the boun- House of Macario Leyba.
daries of New Mexico,
Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso House
For Representative In Congress, at of Leandro Jimlnez;
Precinct No. 23, San Jose House
Large:
Manuel Tafoya.
Republican candidate Nathan Jaf- of
"
Precinct No. 24, La Llendre House
fa, Roswell, N.'M.
Corner of the Garden Wall.
Democratic
candidate Harvey B. of Luis R. Tapia.
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca
nese, is a national monument in itself. Fergusson, Albuquerque, N. M.
The Austrian ambassador lives in the
Progressive candidate Marcos C. House of Isidor Duran.
Palazzo Venezia, a stronghold,
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamos
de Baca, Bernalillo, N. M.
because it belonged to the ReHouse of Santiago L. Gallegos.
Socialist candidate Andrew
public of Doges.
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo House
Roswell, N. M.
The ambassador of Spain has the
of Jose Dario Atencio.
For
Presidential
Electors:
Palazzo di Spagna,
which for cenPrecinct No. 28, Chaves House of
candidates Levi A.
Republican
turies housed the grandees of that
Chavez.
N.
Santa
Eufracio
George
Fe,
M.;
Hughes,
German
is
The
ambassador
country.
Precinct No. 29, East Las Vegas-C- ity
housed in the Palazzo
Chaffarelli, Gallegos, Gallegos N. M.; Matt Fowhall.
which from the heights of the capitol ler, Silver City, N. M.
frowns over the Eternal City below.
Precinct No. 30, Canon Manuelltas
Democratic
candidates E. C. de
The Japanese ambassador lives in the
House of Epifinio Villi.
Baca, East Las Vegas, N. M.; J. ri.
historic Palazzo Altlere, erected in
Precinct No. 31, Puertloito House
Latham, Lake Valley, N. M.; Samuel
1670.
Nestor Griego.
of
D.
M.
N.
Stennis,
Carlsbad,
Jr.,
Ambassador
O'Brien understood
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo House
Progressive candidates Elmer E.
this situation and set to work to find
a proper residence, which for a time Studley, Raton, N. M.; Dora Frazier of Antonio Ribera.
seemed impossible. He signed a con- Thomas, Roswell, N. M.j George W.
Precinct No. 33, Los Vigiles House
tract to occupy a gorgeous apartment Armijo, Santa Fe, N. M.
of Manuel Mares.
In the Palazzo Barberlnl, a most imPrecinct No. 34, San Isidor House
Socialist candidates Walter Cook,
posing structure of the Renaissance,
N. M.; Deroy Welsh, Nor- of Fermin Benavides.
Magdalena,
begun in 1624, and finished by the
Precinct No. 35, Las Galllnas
N. M.; W. T. Holmes, Farming-ton- ,
Ubiquitous Bernini, whose works con- ton,
of Celestlno Garcia.
House
M.
N.
front one at every turn in Rome.
Precinct No. 36, Penasco Blanca
For an Amendment of Section 5, of
FORGET "HONOR THY FATHER" Article XXI of the State Constitu- House of J. F. Sandoval.
tion:
Precinct No.! 37, Cerrito House ot
"This state shall never enact any Luciano Quintana,
60 Says Kansas Hospital Chief In
His Report of Young People of
law restricting or abridging the right
Precinct No. 38, Los Torre House
That State.
of suffrage on account of race, color of Luis Montano, Jr.
or previous condition of servitude."
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotita House
Topeka, Kan. "Honor thy father
For a Bond Issue: '
of Cristobal Lucero.
and thy mother," is a forgotten docFor the issuance of bonds by the
Precinct No. 40,iBernaV House of
trine in Kansas, declared Dr. T. C.
Blddle, superintendent of the Topeka state of New Mexico in the sum of Epifanio Duran.
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo
hospital for the insane, in his biennial $500,000 for the purpose of constructreport to the State board of control. ing and maintaining a system of state House of Benigno Martinez.
Dr. Blddle caustically arraigns the highways.
Precinct No. 42, Romeroville
young people of the state for their inAnd the several places where said House of Jose I. Montoya.
difference toward the old. After reelection is to be held within the varPrecinct No. 43, San Augustin
porting a marked Increase of senile de- ious
precincts of the said County of House of Lorenzo Garcia.
mentia since his last report, Dr. Blddle
San Miguel, respectively, are as folPrecinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios
says:
House of Daniel Chavez.
"It appears that among Kansas lows,
young people 'honor thy father and thy
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel Honse
Prectltact No.
45,
Cherryvale
mother has become an antiquated of Isidor Lopez.
School house
dogma."
Precinct No. 2, La Cueeta House
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado House
Dr. Biddle declares most of the
of Roman Romero.
cases of senile dementia are turned of Hllario Garcia.
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas South'
Precinct No. 47, Hot,, Springs
over to the state because children do
House of Lorenzo Leal.
not care to look after their afflicted House of E. Romero.
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote House t
Precinct No. 48, Trementlna
parents. They are willing to pay the
state for keeping them, but will not do Lula Gonzales.
House of Hilario Gonzales.
the work themselves. The people are
harmless, simply having a breakdown
because of age.
NEW U. S.
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ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, deafness Is the result, and unless the in
:
t.
i
wu v.uv .u&ivon
uauumuuu
uui auu ,vu
uiu
Cube restored to its normal conditions,
be
will
destroyed forever;
hearing
nine cases out of ten are caused bp
which
is nothing but an incatarrh,
flamed condition of the mucous surfaces.

We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, Ohio
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constv
pation. Adv.

Secretary; Karl Wertj, Treasurer
cemetery trustee.

F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jacksonville, Texas, says: . "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
F.
O.
E.
Meets
first
and
Tuee
third
FOR RENT Furnished rooms
Toi
backache all the time, and was almost
day evenings each month, at Wood tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
light housekeeping. 921 Llnco.,
man hall. ' Visiting Brothers
eo Kidney Pills and after taking one botAvenue.
tle I was better, and when I had takdlally invited to attend. A. U en two more
I was thoroughly cured."
E.
C,
Se
President:
Adler,
Ward,
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
'
Co. Adv.
choice rooms In the New Elks'
retary.
tage,
unfurnished.
Eighth street.

Apply

918

C. Y. Hedgcock,

Home.

RETAIL PRICES

fJisoctlanoous
G. C. LANDON,

Certified teacher of
Gregg Shorthand, will give private
instruction in stenography to a
limited ' number of students beginning; November 4. Telephone Main
439. 1019 Sixth street

Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca
House of Lorenzo Delgado.
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe House
of Matias Aragon.
Precinot .No. 51, San Ignacio
House of. Felix Garcia,
Precinct No. 52, Las Colonias
House of Andres Ruiz.
Precinct No. 53, Encinosa House
of Antonio D. Florres.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this 25th day of October A. D. 1912,
by the Board of County Commission
ers of the County of San Miguel,
New Mexico, in open session.
Board of County Commission
ers of the County of San
Miguel, New Mexico.
'
FIDEL ORTIZ,
By
Chairman.
Attest:

,

LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
(Seal)
When you .have a bad cold yon want
the best medicine obtainable so as to
cure it with as little delay as pos
sible. Here Is a druggist's opinion:

"I have sold Chamberlain's
Cough
ilemedy for fifteen years," says Enos
H Lollar of Saratoga, Ind., "and consider It the best on the market"
For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

....

be. or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 29S lbs, Eesh Delivery ..
tS lbs. ta 1.0M lbs Eaol. De Ovary .
61 Lb, to Kr lbs
Each DsHvary .
Less Than 6fl lbs., Each Delivery

LSH

1St

tto aer 1H

.

Iks.

25c per 1M Ik.
Sto par 10 is
. 4Se
per Its
He per 1M

.

'

it.

AGUA PUR A COMPAiNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purit
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
the particular thing is worth most
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, wai t
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they liave come to be the finders' of the

best markets!

:
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"I'uB Scraik,' Grace had
She remembered
thought so, too.
what the housekeeper had told con
cernlng her Boston cousin and how
the latter had found employment for
her when she contemplated
leaving
Trumet, after her brother's death
Grace believed that Kezlah would go
to hlni at once.
Nat walked to the door and stood
there, trying to think what to do next.

c
JosepIiC linccln
Author of

A Binart young person, wearing

Eri, Etc.

Ellsworth Yotxt

aBked several.

"I don't know who 'tis. It's a man
and he's crazy, 1 think. I told him
he couldn't come la here, but he Just
keeps a'comin'. He wants to see somebody named Coffin and there ain't no

spicuous

HI

ku

con

' ' :.i!V'ine

foreman ot tne
At the moment he was
downstairs in conversation with the
head of the house. A half dozen gave
this information.
"What's the matter? Who is it"
XTiiLai

workroom.

suit of clothes, aided and Coffins here."
Keziah's nearest neighbor leaned
abetted by a vivid waistcoat and a
Vi:
.
.'
pair of youthful but promising side toward her.
"I guess It's somebody to see you,"
whiskers, came briskly along the sideIff)
she said. "Your name is Coffin, ain't
walk and stopped In front of him. t
"Well, sir?" observed this person, it?"
with cheerful condescension.
"No, no. That Is, It can't be
y
"Anyto- - see me. I don't want to see
thing I can do for you?"
MHea; "Xtr.,rSlon5 'fcliaiiged the' sub
Captain Nat turned his gaze upon anybody. Tell him so, whoever It is.
Ject. Later In the day he again sought the side whiskers and the waistcoat. I can't see anybody. I Nat!"
"Keziah," he said, "come here.
I
"Hey?" he queried.
"I say, Is there anything I can do want you. I'll tell you why in a min

CyTPhittaker's Place
Cftp'n

a

-

.

any-bod-

SYNOPSIS.
i

lrKn- Kezlah coffin, Mp.
SfUIR
?owo '". "nKln8r to move from
'ollowln the death
K,04wBo"tSn
til
if
for whom she had
-

Shin

kept
Horne- ward f Capt.
leader of the "Come-ou?ot offers t0 aBBl!,t her
wl" ""nam. She de-lfr,"h
-

Hammond,

Snnln
eHnr.'aKly

t-

n1 Per-

h2E??P

mar-widower, offers
1

-

Ellcanah

"-C- -Pt.

Daniels,

church, offers
lace"Regular
housekeeper for the
"

Kumet

"No-oo,-

Si

and R?

new

to remain In

decides

hn Kllerr. the new minister, and
to "Is conduct toward
adY'c

"I?

EnT.M
meeting"

the arl'. Ellery causes a
7 atUndln
a

,f

"Come-outer-

-

",

Presence Is

teHvE.RJ13f-EI,er- y's

by Eben Hammond, leader
aP"loKle for hef
2n.,rii.eet,5Ki,Qrace escorts
her home In
Ellery
ln. Capt. Nat Hammond. Eben's
;h
.bem.p a hero by brlnslns the pack-ini- ilV4,0Ti
through fog and storm.
y
writing a letter to
some one. Inclosing money
In response to
demand. She Is curiously startled
when
Informed of the arrival of Nat
8a,f-eI-

VNal
.APTER
develops that they
D"lel"
nSyuth.attending

nmlm
VI.

M3

r"

meet- -

"Listen
-- Ellery Is ca,iKht by the
rescued by Nat. They become

I

'(HAT,ER

friends.
CHAPTER
ery
meets ' Grace
wniie warning In the fields Sunday, and
a..
learns that ah tvnlu
"
day.
Vll-Ell-

,

HAI?E?

VIH-T-he

clergyman takes
Sundays with the Daniels. Anna-,- 1
exerts her-e- ir
caP'ln'
daughter,
to make
an Impression on him. She
notices with vexation
his desire to set
away every Sunday at a certain time.
Bhe watches him through a spy glass.
CHAPTER IX Nat aaratn lmnortunes
Kezlah to marry him. He
he has
had a quarrel with his father,says
who waaU
hlra to marry Grace.
CHAPTER
asks Grace to
marry him. She confesses that she loves
Mm, but says she fears to displease her
"o ou oeen very Kind to tier,
and asks time
to think about it. Elkanah
Daniels tells Eben about the meetings between, Ellery and Grace. Eben declares
make Grace choose between him
"will
and the preacher. Grace finds him in a
faint, following the excitement of Elkan-ah-'a

;

X-E- llsry

visit

CHAPTER Xl-J- nst
before he dies
Eben exacts a
from Nat and
Grace that they promise
will marry.
CHAPTER
breaks the news
to Ellery and later he receives
a note
from Grace saying she is to marry Nat,
and aakfnff him nnf tn
tn boa hA
again. Kezlah tells the story of her own
marriage with a man who turned out to
be a
and who was reto have been lost at sea, and of
ported
her love for Nat, whom she cannot marry
because the husband is alive. Ellery sees
in the story a lesson In devotion to duty
and decides to remain and attend to bis
duties.
XTI-Ke- zlah

r

aln
CHAPTER
Nat sails for
Manila to be gone two years. He says he
and Grace have decided not to marry until he returns.
CHAPTER XIV Nat Is overdue, and It
Is feared that he has been lost at sea,
Kezlah gets a letter from her husband
saying he is coming back. Grace goes on
a visit to relatives of the Hammonds.
(Continued from Tesorday.)
Xin-Capt-

CHAPTER

XX.

Mr. Stone Washes His
Hands.
Mr. Abner Stone, of Stone & Barker, marine outfitters and ship chandlers, with a place of business on
Commercial street In Boston, and a
bank account 'which commanded respect throughout the city, was feeling rather Irritable and out of sorts.
Poor relations are always a nuisance.
Mr. Stone had "washed his hands"
Keziah Coffin, or
of his coiMin,
thought he had. After her brother
Solomon died she had written to him,
asking him to find her a position of
some kind In Boston. "I don't want
money, I don't want charity," wrote
Keziah. "What I want Is work. Can
T write
you get It for me, Abner?
because father used to tell of what
you said to him about gratitude and
bow you would never rest until you
had done something In return for what
he did for you."
Captain Ben Hall's kindness was the
one thing Mr. Stone forgot when he
said no one had ever helped him. He
disliked to be reminded of it. It was
In

Which

while ago and the captajn was
dead. However, being reminded, he
had called upon a friend In the tailor-lin-g
line and had obtained for Kezlah
ithe place of sewing woman. She decided to become housekeeper at the,
and so notified
jTrumet parsonage
;hlm. Then he washed his hands of

a long

her.
But now he was compelled to soil
them again. Keziah had appeared at
his office, without warning, and demanded that he find her a position:
!"Demanded" was the proper word.
Slie
Certainly she had not begged.
seemed to feel that her demand was
,

I

" Keslah. and
have been lovers
remonstrates with

"Come-oute-

Listen to Met
Is Dead."

Ansel Coffin

his friend, the tailor, and Kezlah was
Installed, In the loft of the latter's
'
Washington street shop, beside the
other women and girls who sewed and
Bewed from seven In the morning un
til six at night. Mr. Stone had left
her there and come away, feeling that
an unpleasant matter was disposed
of. He had made some Inquiries as to
where she Intended staying, even added a
invitation to dinner
that evening at his home. But she
declined.
"No, thank you, Abner," she said,
"I'm goin' to find a boardin' place and
I'd just as soon nobody knew where
I was for the present. And there's
one thing I want to ask you: don't
tell a soul I am here. Not a soul. If
anyone should come askin' for me,
don't give 'em any satisfaction. I'll
tell you why some day, perhaps.
I
can't now." f
This was what troubled Mr. Stone
as he sat in his office. Why should
this woman wish to have her whereabouts kept a secret? There was a
reason for this, of course. Was it a
respectable reason, or the other kind?
If the latter, his own name mlfjht be
associated with the scandal. He wished, for the fiftieth time, that '.here
were no poor relations.
A boy came into the office. "There
is some one here to see you, Mr,
Stone," he said.
"Who is it?"
I don't know, sir. Looks like a
seafaring man, a sea captain, I should
say but he won't give bis name. Says
it's important and nobody but you'll
do."
'Humph! All right. Tell him to
wait. I'll be out in a minute."
Sea captains and ship owners were
Stone & Barker's best customers. The
senior partner emerged from the office with a smile on his face.
"Ah!" he said, extending his hand.
"
"Glad to see you, Captain er
"Hammond," replied the visitor.
"Same to you, Mr. Stone."
"Fine weather for this time of
year."
"Fine enough, Mr. Stone.
"Well, Captain Hammond, what can
we do for you? Going to sail soon?"
"Not right away. Just made port,
less'n a week ago. Home looks good
to me, for a spell, anyhow."
"So? Yes, I have no doubt. Let
me see where is your home, can- tain? I should remember, of course,
"
but
"Don't know why you should. This
is my first trip in your latitude, I
guess. My home's at Trumet."
"Trumet?" Mr. Stone's tone changed.
"Yes. Trumet, down on the Cape.
Ever been there? We think it's about
as good a place as there it."
!
Trumet?
Well, Captain
Hammond, you wished to see me, I

T

half-hearte- d

'

"Hu-u-m-

understand."
"Yes., Fact is, Mr. Stone, 1 want
to ask you where I can find Mrs. Keziah Coffin. She's a relation of yours,
I b'lieve, and she's come to Boston,
lately. Only yesterday or the day
afore. Can you tell me where she1
is?"
"Why, do you wish to see her?"
"Oh, for reasons,
personal ones.

She's a friend of mine."
"I see. No, captain, I can't tell you
where she is. Good morning."
Captain Nat was greatly disappointed.
"Hold on there, Just a minute," he
begged. "This is important, you un-- ,
derstand, Mr. Stone. I'm mighty anxious to find Kezi Mrs. Coffln. We
thought, some of her friends and I,
that most likely you'd know where

bright and proper, and his acceding to
it the least he could do.
"What a fine place you've got here,
;Abner!" she said, Inspecting the office
.and store. "I declare It's finer than
ithe one you had when you first went she was. Can't you give us any help
ilnto business, afore you failed. I wish at all? Hasn't she been here?"
"Good morning. Captain Hammond.
'father could have lived to see It.
He'd have realized that his Judgment You must excuse me, I'm busy."
He went into the office and closed
'was good, even though his Investment
the door. Captain Nat rubbed his
wasn't."
fnrehead desperately.
He had been
flnntnin
hnd lnvfltpd Inrfirplv
JJn that first buRlness. the on which
.

for you?"
The
his head.
shook
captain
"
he drawled dryly, "I'm afraid
not, son. I admit that don't seem
scarcely possible, but I am afraid It's
,
so."
"Looking for something In our line,
was you?"
.
"Well, I don't know. What might.
be on your line clothes?"
The bewhlskefed on drew hiaeelf
up. "I am connected with Stone &
Barker," he said sharply. "And, seeing you standing in our doorway, I
"
thought possibly- "Yes, yes.' Beg 'your pardon, I'm
sure. No, I don't want to buy anything. I come to see Mr. Stone on a

personal matter."
"He's busy, I suppose."
"So he says."
The young man smiled with Serene
satisfaction. "I'm not surprised," he
observed complacently.
"We are a
"
busy house, Mr. er
'Hammond's

Barker?"
"No-o-

,

"So?
hey?"
"No-o-

,

my name. Are you Mr.

my name is Prince."
Silent partner In the

firm,

not exactly." Mr. Prince was

ute. Come!"
She hesitated. In a measure she
was relieved, for she had feared the
man at the door might be her hus
band. But she was greatly agitated
and troubled. Everyone in the place
was icoKing at her.
Nat, she said, trying- to sneak
firmly, "I can't see you now. I'm very
busy. Please go away."
'Come!"
.S rr
I can't come. Go away. Please!"
Keziah, I'm waitin. And I'm goin
to wait if I stay here all night,
Come!"
bne obeyed then.
She could not
have a scene there, before all these
strangers. She stepped past him into
the little room.
He followed and
closed the door.
"Nat," she said, turning to him,
"why did you come? How could you
"
be so cruel? I
He interrupted her, but not with
words. The next moment his arms
were about her and she was pressed
tight against the breast of his blue
jacket.
"Keziah," he whispered, "I've come
to take you home. Home for irnnrt.
No, stay where you are and I'll tell
you all about it. Praise be to God!
we're off the rocks at last. All that's
Jeft is to tow you Into port, and, by
the everlastin', that's what I'm here

Tf

?!

ir

-

-

a
"No, I
slightly embarrassed.
a salesman at present. Was the mat
ter you wished to see Mr. Stone about
a very private one?"
for!"
"MiddlinV
When
Well, I asked because Mr. Stone
a--

TTl

TJpham came up

OPTIC
Is the medium by which the advertiser reaches all the people in
New Mexico.
Nor-ther-

the stairs r
his long interview with "the boss,"
Is a busy man and we like to save
he found the door at the top closed.
"
him all the the
"Trouble you can, hey? That's nice When he rattled the latch that door
of you, you must save him a lot, Mr was opened by a stranger.
"Are you Mr .Hallett?',' asked Caper King, was it?" .
tain Nat briskly.
No, Prince."
"No, I'm not. Mr. Hallett is in his
Sure and sartln', Prince, of course.
office on the first floor. But what
"
I knew 'twas connected with the roy
"On the main deck, hey? Well, all
al family. Well, Mr. Prince, I'm afraid
even you can't help me nor him out rignt; we won't trouble him. You'll
this time. I'm lookin' up a friend of do just as well; I judge you're one
mine, a widow lady from down the or the mates of this craft. You tell
Cape. She's a relation of Mr. Stone's, Mr. Hallett that this lady here has
and she's come to Boston during the decided ndt to cruise with him any
last day or so. I thought likely he longer. No fault to find, you under
might know where she was, that's all. stand, but she's got a better berth.
with me.
That, would be a little out of your She's goin' to ship along
Ain't that so, Kezlah?" '
latitude, hey?"
Kezlah, pale, trembling, scarcely
"I don't know. Her name wasn't
realizing the situation even yet, did
Coffin, was it?"
Captain Nat started. "It certainly not speak. But Captain Nat Ham"How'd mond seemed to find his answer in her
was," he answered eagerly.
A few minutes later, her
silence.
you know that?"
the
Mr. Prince's complacence was su arm in his, they descended
perb. "Oh," he answered with con gloomy 6tairs, and emerged into the
descension, "MrJ Stone trusts me with sunshine together.
That afternoon Mr. Abner Stone
a good many of his personal affairs."
"I should think likely he would. again "washed his hands" of his poor
But about Mrs. Coffin? You was goin' relation this time, as he indignantly
declared, "for good and all."
to say?"
"She is with James Hallett & Co.,
the tailors, on Washington street. Mr.
(To Be Continued)
Stone found a place for her these, I
believe. I er er superintended the
carrying of her valise and What?"
"Nothin", nothin'. Hum! Hallett & LARGE ONLY IN THE CHEST
Co., tailors? What. number Washin'-to- n
street did you say?"
Physically 3mail Man, With 8hrewd
Mr. Prince gave the number.
Head, Had the Laugh on the
"Thank you a lot," said Captain
Big Fellow.
af-te-

n

'

:

-

Mr.- Prince.
Nat, with fervor. "Good-by- ,
Hope the next time I come you'll be
in the firm. Good day, sir." '
"Good day. Nothing else I can do?
And you won't wait for Mr. Stone?
Very good. Is there any message for
him that you would like to leave?"
"Hey?" Nat had started to go, but
now he paused and turned. There was
a grim twinkle in his eye. "Message?"
I don't
he repeated. "Why,
know but there is. You just give Mr..
Stone Cap'n Hammond's compliments
and tell him I'm lookin' forward to
interviewin' him some time. Just tell
him that, will you?"
"I'll tell him. Glad to have met
you. Captain Hammond."
In the workshop of Hallet & Co.,
Keziah sat sewing busily. The window near her was closed, stuck fast,
and through the dingy panes she
could see only roofs and chimneys.
The other women and girls near her
chatted and laughed, but she was silent. She did not feel like talking,
certainly not like laughing. The garment she was at work on was a coat,
a wedding coat, so the foreman had
toid her, with a smile; therefore she
must be very particular. The narrow
stairway leading up to the workshop
room where
ended in a little boxed-ithe finished garments were hung to.
await the final pressing. From be-- !
hind the closed door of this room'
came the Bound of voices, apparently!
In heated argument.
One of these:
voices was that of Larry, the errand
boy. Larry, was speaking shrilly and,
with emphasis. The other voice, was
lower in key and the words were
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ye-e-

n

'.'No, sir, you can't," declared Larry..
'You can't, I tell you. The boss don't,'
Hold on!
pt nobody in there and
Hold on!"

The other voice 'made a short but
evidently earnest answer. Larry again
expostulated. The workers looked up
from their sewing. The door opened
and Larry appeared', flushed and

Being a Urge man bodily, that is
Singleton generally gives us the pip.
fie has a nasty habit of Inflating his
chest and glaring pityingly
an us, the smaller fry. The staff held
whist drive last week, and there
as hardly anything else in it but
Singleton for quite a while.
Then Mydleton came in. Mydleton's
aur quiet man; little chap; generally
omes in late everywhere, but comes
In just the same.
The conversation
got to brawn and muscle. It generally
ioes where Singleton is. At last
Mydleton chipped in.
"Look here, Singleton, I'll wager ywi
an even half-quiI measure mort
round the waist than you do."
We all atared. and Sineleton near
ly ch"k3d. .
Til take you," he grinned, "and
give you five to one, if you like."
"Done!" said Mydleton.
Then, In the dressing-rooSingle
ton ran the tape round Mydleton, and
3ried contemptuously:
"Thirty-fou- r
Inches
As broad
across the shoulders as a herring
across the forehead."
Mydleton's face fell, but he picked
it up again, and, placing the tape
round Singleton he called loudly:
"Fifty-nin- e
inches!" Then, to the
two-yar- d

Mr. IJpham?"

'

he

demand- -

state.

d

1

"I'll take

stake-holde-

ADVERTISING RATES ARE
REASONABLE

that three

pounds, please."
"But how?" Singleton said.
"Well," said Mydleton,
"the big
chest was yours, but I measured round
It!"

I

There's been an awful shrinkage in

Singleton.

London

Tlt-Blt- a.

Infinitesimal.
Your rival town, Bunkville,
is quite a town, ian't it?
Uncle Eben Bsh! That town isn't
big enough to get a metropolitan
daily's scarehad on "The Eyes of the
Entire Country Are Turned on Bunk-vi'iToday" when they hold u
reference urim&rv.

o

--

-

.

r

SUBSCRIPTION PRICES
ARE LOW

7 iisitor

Pres!-dfntia-

"here's

Is the medium by which the news of the
entire world is brought to this part of the

1

f

.
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o
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

'f"
4PjGts. A liASKET' i
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See Vaa

Insurance

Fetten for

lamps

at

every kind of Paints and Varnishes
Phone Tor color cards and prices.

We have any and

for family use.
5:41

PHONE MAIN 379

The Greater Las Vegas band will
hold its weekly practice tonight at the
city hall.
A new line of band daters Just re
ceived at the Optic office. Dates from
25c each.
1812 to 1917.

Try a aram of Old Taylor oourbou
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

A New

Shipment of
FANCY COOKIES

DOSE-EE- S

Let us give you. a booklet
describing all.
kinds.
You Will Be Interested.
V;bC-different

J. H. STEARNS
Pure Things To Eat

REGULAR RETAIL VALUB. $13.00
and onr
We purchased several carload! of thU beautiful dinner-warand
charging1 part of the coat to "advertising
very iow price. We are
of the
cost
a
to
the
actual
ask
of
and only
yoa flnsmiia'
pay percentage
expense."
riinfirn and nan not hft dnnlloated In
f it la nt a tipantifiil
is
It
by both
Snatlty for less than $14 in any retail cbiaa,Btore.
guaranteed
i
fiie manalacturer and ourselves.
in every sack of
Flour. Send nn flva
There la a coupon
M I n nnsh rirnlf..
Mnniwiim and
or exiresa money order, and we will
postal
and reend yoa one of these beautiful Bets by frTa,nt. Address coupons
mittance to The China Department of tha l,;ir theo Floor Mills Corny any,
Suftchinson, Kannaf. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons in LARABEE'S Flour are also stood for Rotters' SiiverwM
and other valuable premiums. Ask lor descriptive circular.

.?...

GER.
EMPRESS, you know, is that,"Mighty-jGood- "
MAN-LLFO Flour that makes Baking a Delight

GROCERS

Trv a Sack"Ybill '''Like

At

the Home oi lbs Best

Gf

it.

Everything Eatab!

20-2-

TO ARRIVE TODAY
New York Concord Gra.pesv
California. Cornichon rand
4;
fTokay Grapes
i n s,

a

Virginia Sweet PotaUoM

:

Tickets for "The Spinning Bee,"
the charming little operetta ( which
will be given at the Duncan opera
house Friday evening by the High
School Girls' Glee club, are selling
rapidly and Indications are that the
auditorium will be filled. The public,
remembering the excellent performance given by the glee club last winter under the direction of Mrs.
Charles Kohn, who has charge of the
playlet! this year, is looking forward
to an enjoyable evening on Friday
of this week.
The1 glee club will go next week to
whe-rit will put on
Albuquerque
"The Spinning Bee'' before the .New
Mexico Educational association at its
annual meeting. The proceeds of .the
operetta Friday evening will be used
in defraying the expenses of the trip.
The gle6 club is sure to be a good
advertisement for Las Vegas as it Is
made up of prety girls who are all
sweet singers.
It is showing the
right Las Vegas spirit for the people
of this city to attend the performance
Friday evening.

YoutClothes Sent

Home Properly

'

J

clothes.
Your washing is called for
"regularly each week, It Is laundered quickly and delivered
promptly.
Our services prove more satthan washerwoman
isfactory
service in every respect. Besides you know that our work
Is

absolutely sanitary.
Phone call brings a wagon
,

to your door.

Oregon Pears

On Friday, November 1, the New
Mexico State Good Roads association
will further the good work already be
gun by the organization of branches
of the association in the following
towns:
Wagon
Watrous,
Onava,
Mound, Nolan,
Cjolmor,
Springer,
French and Maxwell. The plan ot
the association is to make the trip
in automobiles, leaving Las 'Vegas

Friday morning and arriving at Rat
on in the evening. The distance to
be covered during the day will be
approximately 110 miles and at each
one of the above named towns the
automobile party will stop for a short
time, during which Colonel R. E.
ot the Good
Twitchell, president
Roads association, will make a short
talk on the subject of good roads and
the perfecting' of the organization at
all of the towns named along the
route of the cean to ocean highway.
There are over a dozen automobile
owners who have signified their in
tention of taking this trip. Every
preparation is being made to make
the excursion a grand success and
materially to increase the number. oi
enthusiastic members of the Good
Roads association.
the White Kitchen tor good
home cooking; best service and clean
liness.
Special dinner Sunday. No
extra charge. Meals 25 cents. Adv,
Go to

DELICACY TO
H

01

THE GRAAF & IIAYWARD

Laundry

CO. STORE
Phaat

Main 81

6 j7

i

Douglat Ate

r
s

satfc-facti-

store is open to you.

Price $3,

REGAL SHOES
The best medium priced shoe made.
on each pair in plain figures.

Price stamped

GR.EENBER.GER
ID

QUESTIO

'Ms

T

"
'

IT

That of saving you. money
on a heater. , We are doing
it daily for others.

r

Be sure and see the Fire
Side Hot Blast, the best
stove on the market.

f

JT'-

A"

We have still a few

"

de-

sirable second hand stoves
that are bargains.

I

;

..

h
J,

No,

C,

y

.1- -

SOU

A

mrMfnc

asm

VlIATED

THE SUPEEieaiTY

JOHN

OF "OLD HOMESTEAD" FLOUR

Trade demands this flour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead.".
Our sales increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and selling qualities.
Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant.
it.
Ji T.j X A'

CHAREES' ILFELD CO.
Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

"Arthur S.

Jefferson Reynolds President
Hal!ett Kay noius Cashier
Davis Vice President
, H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
-

."

CARD OF THANKS
.tlVIrs, C. A. Wolf desires to thank
the Masonic order, the
publicly
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
and the many friends who so kindly
gave of, their sympathy and assistance
at the time of her deep sorrow in the
loss of her beloved husband.and also
for the beautiful flowers.
MRS. C. A. WOLF.

E. D. Ray nolds Vice President

i

TWO AMERICANS KILLED
Washington, Oct. 29. Two Ameri-cvanMiss Bessie Lambert and A.
V. Menze, were killed In tha recent
typhoon In the Philippine Islands, acy
cording to a oable received here
at, the bureau of insular affairs.
There is no record here as to what
part of the United States they were
from. Miss Lambert was living a.
Hollo and Menze had been captain
of a small steamer named The

B.

Stephen

tr.A

',!

SOMETHING EXTRA FINE

40 c

PER

ON

.;:. i

;j

ii.

i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
QF'VAS, VEGAS, N.

:

M.

'

.

Capital,

to-da-

Las Vegas Steam

on to
worn by the smart dresser everywhere, and can be depended
The quality and workmanship of
in every respect.
be
these hats cannot be surpassed and we guarantee you absolute
Be sure to see them before making a final purchase. Our
ultra-styli-

WILL ATTEND
LARGE CROWD
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS' PLAY
FRIDAY NIGHT

Ve-gas-

regarding
misunderstandings
the return of your laundered

'

the committee in charge that a large
number of Elk ladies and all Invited
guests of Elks will make themselves
at home during the afternoon.

The fifth game of the Elks' bowl
ing tournament will be rolled tomor
row evening) at the Elks' alleys and
will
the Henriquez and
Johnson teams. As both teams are
The United States civil service an exceptionaly strong, this game is sure
nounces the following examinations: to be an Interesting one. Elks and
November 20, junior alloy chemist their ladies are cordially invited to
(male), salary $1,500 to $1,800 per attend the game which will corn- year; mine surgeon (male), bureau mence at 8:30 o'cIock,
of mines, salary $2,000 to $3,000 per
John E. Spear of Raton and Mlsf
land law clerk,
year; November
salary $900 to $1,600 por year; No- Frances Sweezy of Grand Rapids
vember 25, alloy chemist (male), sal Mich., were married last evening at
ary $2,400 to $3,000 per year; metal the city hall by Justice of the Peace
lurgical engineer (male), salary $!, 1). R. Murray. The wedding was i
800 to $3,000 per year; November 27, quiet one and the ceremony was witstenographer and typewriter (male) nessed only by G. W. Morsehead and
John Rumohr. After the ceremony
salary $900 pep year.
Mr. and Mrs. Spear Jeft on their
Since the new law went into effect
prohibiting Sunday work in the postoffices there has been no collection
Gordia Lowe, the two months old
of mail from the street boxes In East daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Las Vegas on Sunday. Mail placed in Lowe, died this morning at Lamy.
street boxes after the last collection The body will be brought from Lamy
Saturday afternoon is not taken up tomorrow on train No. 10. The funeruntil the first collection on Monday al services will be held at 2:30 o'clock
Mail placed in the poBtof- tomorrow afternoon from the chapel
morning.
fice any time during Saturday nighl of the Las Vegas Undertaking comor Sunday will be dispatched as us pany. Rev. J. S. iioore officiating. Inual. The time for closing the maU terment will be in the Masonic
'
for train No. 2 has also been changed.
Persons desiring mail to go out on this
train should have it in the postoffice
"Keeping everlastingly at it" is now
not later than 7:45 o'clock p. m.
the main purpose of the Commercial
club and of its membership commitThe Normal University has been tee which is hustling around town
obliged to call off the program which every day obtaining new members for
was to have been given on the night the club. Your membership applicaof election day at which returns from tion is wanted today by the memberthe election were to have been read, ship committee and u is up to every
The teachers and pupils have been so Booster in Las v egas to do his share
c
busy preparing for the trip to Albu in furthering the interests of Las
querque next week that they have not
by joining the Commercial club.
cents per
had time to arrange for the program. One dollar and twenty-fiv- e
The students are Interested In the month makes you a live wire in the
election and have been listening) .to community and a member in good
discussions of the issues to be decid standing of the Commercial cluD.
ed on November 5. Yesterday Omar
six automobile owners
Already
Barger gave an address In which he
pleaded the cause of Woodrow Wil have offered their machines for the
son. On Friday morning
Chesley Boosters' trip to the mesa farms next
Thomason will talk for Theodore Sunday and as there are a large numRoosevelt and Clare Koogler will pre ber of Boosters planning to take the
of trip, Secretary George A. Fleming is
sent arguments for the
President Taft. On Monday morning desirous of securing several more authe students will hold an election, tomobiles. All automoDiie owners who
voting just as will the citizens on plan to take the trip are requested to
hand in their names to Secretary
Tuesday.
Fleming as soon as possible, so that
he may assign to each' automobile' s.
certain number of Boosters. Every
Booster who plans to make the trip
is also requested to hand in his name
to Secretary Fleming as soon as possible, as it will be necessary to know
before Saturday just how many Boosters are to make tne journey.
When you patronize our family washing department there
are no annoying delays and

'

GOOD

SALE REPORTED

-

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

smartest styles of stiff and soft hats
au- you ever saw. They are the
thentic styles, too, for these are the

'SPINNING BEt' TICKET

Tomorrow afternoon will be Ladies'
The costumes for the "Spinning
Bee' will be an added attraction to Day at the Elks' club ana from 2 to
the operetta. Remember the date, 5:30 o'clock the club will be wide
open for ladies only. It is hoped by
Friday, November 1. Adv.

The Las Vegas H. S. is certanll?
progressives it will not only take Its
little operatic troupe 'to Albuquerque
but also its own orchestra of five
pieces. Piano, Miss Frances Myers;
cornet, Phillip Callahan; violins,
Misses Lucy Myers, Virginia Floyd
and Ruth Seelinger. Adv.

Ready For
Your FaU Hat ?
We have it' ItV waiting for you
among a line of the neatest and

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

Sanitary wagon will positively be
Hon. H. B. Fergusson will speak
taken out of town December 1. See
adv. on page 6. J. M. Bentley, Adv. at the Las Vegas Armory Thursday
evening, October 31, at 8 o'clock. Ev"Eight Little Girls and One Little erybody invited. Adv.
Boy" is one of the hits in, the "SpinVOTE EARLY at the first nation- ning Bee"' Friday, November 1. Adv.
el election ever held in New Mexico
Finch's Golden Wedding Ry. aged which is scheduled for Tueslay, No
In the wood.
Direct from distillery vember 5. Polls will be opened at
8 o'clock at the city hall on that
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
eventful morning.
Adv.

THE CASH GKOCEH?

HA WES VON GAL HATS

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

LOCAL NEWS

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

HEY YORK COEJCOIlf)

29, 1912.

j

Hi Adv.

FOR.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

BOUCHER S

V.'1'''

pf

,

and Undivided
Profits
$35,000
"
."'-j
''Surplus,
i

t

Our Depositors Receive Every Courlesyiand Ac- conimodatioj )tyfbii the Scope of Good Banking.
12
'

" The Store oi Satishctioa "

s

$100.00Q

v

'

i

Interest Paid on Tlma Ocposlis

'

:
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